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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Restructuring Home Loan Finance for Low-income Families: 

Third and Final Evaluation Report on the'Department of Planning 

and Housing Victoria capital Indexed Loan (Capil) Scheme 

This report presents ,the final results of the five, year Capital Indexed Loan 

Evaluation Study conducted by the Australian Institute of Family Studies ,on 

behalf of the Department of Planning and Housing Victoria. 

This longitudinal study comprised three rounds of interviews between 1985 

,and 1989. The Capital Indexed Loan Scheme was one of the first State 

Housi'ng Authority Schemes to offer innova,tive home purchase assistance to 

families on tQe public housing waiting list. 

The social and economic outcomes of home purchase for low-income families 

are examined, including; affordability, short and long term financial 

benefits, income and emploYment patterns, housing satisfaction, and 

understanding and acceptance of the loan instrument. 

From the original sample of 481 fami~~es in 1985/86, 365 families remained 

in the study through to 1989 for the third and final interview. The gradual 

loss ,of 116 families from the study was mainly due to families discharging 

their mortgage, thus, leaving the Capi,l Scheme. Families who left the study 

tended to be better ~laced financially and educationally, and more likely to 

be married than the remaining group. 

The original study design included a control group of 275 families renting 

either public or private housing. Because of the 40 per cent loss in this 

group between the first and second round of interviews, they were not 

followed 'up 'for the third interview. The Third Evaluation Report is limited 
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to discussing changes that have occurred among the Capil families over the 

course of the study period. 

The key findings of the Third Evaluation Report include: 

The mean proportion of gross weekly family income spent on mortgage 

repayments was 21.5 per cent. Nineteen per cent reported having experienced 

difficulty meeting. the c~sts of hous.e maintena~ce. Approximately 10 per 

cent had entered into an arrears agreement with the Department of Planning 

and Housing Victoria CDPH). 

In two-parent families, the proportion with at least one adult in the 

labour force increased from 32 to 67 per cent between the first and third 

intervlews. In one-parent families, full-time employment increased from 8 

to 26 per cent and part-time employment went from 18 to 36 per cent. The 

mean average net weekly family income increased from 49 to 63 per .cent of 

Average Weekly Earnings'. 

Sixty-eight per cent of families reported carrying out the major repa,irs 

or improvements to their homes. Of these, 41 per cent described it as 

necessary plumbing, structural or heating works with the remainder. being 

described as home renovations or extensions. The costs of carryi~g out 

necessary repair work on the home added about 14 per cent to monthly housing 

costs. Renovations added an average 24 per cent to monthly housing costs. 

Two-thirds of families personally did over half the work on the home 

themselves and 63 per cent of families reported they' enjoyed' or 'loved' 

working on their homes. 

Ninetr per cent of families reported home purchase was definitely 

worthwhile. The main reasons expressed were the privacy and security 

offered; that home purchase was much better than renting; and as a long term 

financial investment. The small group who did not view home purchase as 

worthwhile predominantly said that the financial burden was too great. 

Based on professional licensed valuations of dwellings conducted at the 

time of the third interview, the value of Capil homes increased in real 

terms between 25 per cent in the outer suburban areas to 40 per cent in the 

inner and core suburbs. In non-metropolitan areas, home valuations 

increased in real terms by 19 per cent. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
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Using an economic model of financial outcomes that incorporated the 

capital repaid, capital gain, imputed rent, transaction costs, maintenance 

costs and rates, it was estimated that Capil families received a median 

accrued benefit between 1985 and 1989 of $30 584. Using a 25 year model 

(estimating to the year 2009)~ the median accrued benefit of $103,549. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Third and Final Reporb of the capital Indexed 
Loan Evaluation study 

Introduction 

Five .years ago, in the early months of 1985, 481 families became the first 

participants in a radically new home loan scheme offered by the then, 

Victorian Ministry of Housing and Construction. At the same time, these

families became participants in a unique piece of social research conducted 

by the Australian Institute of Family studies; a study designed to follow 

these families through five years of home purchase, not simply to monitor 

whether they could meet their mortgage commitments, but more broadly to 

examine the way in which housing and family life are inextricably entwined. 

What has happened to these families during the past five years forms the 

basis for this third and final evaluation report. But first it is useful to 

go back five years to the establishment of the capital Indexed Loan Scheme 
--. 

and the purchase of homes by what have now become known as "the Capil 

families". 

The Capital Indexed Loan Scheme 

The Capital Indexed Loan Scheme was set up in 1984 by the Department of 

Planning and Housing Victoria to address the housing needs of families on 

limited.incomes: single earner families, sole parents, and families reliant 

on government pensions or benefits'. Given the high cost of housing finance, 

these families were virtually excluded from home purchase, yetma-ny faced 

waits of up to several years for public rental accommodation or private rent 

payments that drained large proportions of family ~udgets. Moreover, these 

families held strongly the Australian ethos of home ownership, however 

unrealistic on their limited incomes. The Great Australian Dream seemed 

permanently out of reach. 
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Prior to deregulation in 1986, real home loan interest rates were low and, 

for a number of years in the 1970's, were negative •. The real interest rate 

had jumped from 1.8 per cent in 1980 to 7.0 per cent in 1984. Also such 

interest. rates were regulated by the Federal Government via imposing a 

ceiling rate. At the same time, the nature of traditional home finance, 

requiring substantial down payments and relatively high repayments in the 

early years of ·the loan, precluded these families from the benefits 

associated with owning a home, benefits including security, capital gain, 

and state subsidy. 

As' a possible solution to the problem created by rising and volatile 

interest rates - and the terms under which mortgages traditionally were 

offered - the. Department of Planning and Housing Victoria introduced the 

Capital Indexed Loan, an innovative mortgage instrument designed to provide 

repayments based on a proportion of income, to help families over the 

"front-end loading" problem (Carter, 1988) of traditional housing finance. 

Under traditional mortgage arrangements, commonly called credit foncier 

: mortgages, repayments, given a particular interest rate, are held constant 

in nominal dollar terms for the duration of the loan. As a result, 

repayments in the early years of the loan tend·to represent a bigger portion 

of the household income than in later years of the loan. 

In contrast, Capital Indexed Loan repayments are based on a proportion of 

income. These repayments are indexed by the Consumer Price Index (CPI), 

thereby maintaining a constant real value. Eventually, the rising dollar 

value of repayments covers the deferred interest payments from the earlier 

stages of the loan. In terms of affordability for the household, their 

arrangements also remain constant over the term of the loan. The interest 

rate structure employed in the Capil loari arrangement is a real interest 

rate (3.per cent pe~ annum) combined with an inflation rate based on changes 

in the CPl. 

The loan arrangement is called a Capital Indexed Loan because the capital 

owed is adjusted by the inflation rate and the real rate of interest then 

determines the interest charged on the indexed value of the loan. 
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Therefore, conceptually the capital owing is declining in real terms from 

the outset while in nominal terms the balance outstanding might be rising. 

other attractive features of the loan included: 

- Mortgage repayments linked to 25 per cent of gross family income. 

Repayments, therefore, could be adjusted upwards or downwards with 

changes in family income.· If repayments in a given period failed to 

meet the 3 per cent real interest, the short-fall could be added to 

the amount outstanding. 

- Flexible loan term. The actual term of the loan is flexible as. 

distinct from credit foncier type loans which aim to achieve total 

repayment in a fixed term. Although a novel feature when the loan 

was introduced, fiexible terms have become more common since 

deregulation. Rapidly increasing interest rates have caused many 

families to extend their loan term, rather than increase the amount 

repaid. 

Capil Families 

In November, 1984, an advertisement appeared in the Melbourne AGE calling 

for applicants for the then Ministry of Housing and Construction's new home 

purchase scheme. Within a week, the Ministry was flooded with 11,000 

applications from families all over Victoria. Assuming income criteria were 

met, the first round of loans was approved on an essentially "first come, 

first served" basis. All of the original 535 families offered loans in that 

early period were invited to participate in a special evaluation study 

conducted by the Australian Institute of Family Studies. Eventually, 481 

families agreed to participate. 

Three-quarters of the families receivingcapil loans were reliant on 

government.pensions or benefits for income. About one-third were renting 

public housing; among the others, who were predominantly private renters, 

numbered a few families living temporarily with parents or in-laws, a few in 
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caravans or hostels, and a handful of recently divorced persons who used the 

loan to purchase a share of the matrimonial home. The average age of 

applicants was 35; half were ~rried; and all but a very few families had 

chil,dren living with the~. Half the group were born in Australia, 8 per 

cent in the United Kingdom, one-fifth in Europe, and 18 per cent in Asia. 

When applying for a capil loan, about four-fifths of families lived in the 

Melbourne metropolitan area, fairly evenly distributed throughout the 

regions. The other one-fifth lived outside the metropolitan area, notably 

Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo, and Mildura. These non-metropolitan families 

generally fQund homes in the same area. Melbourne families, however, moved 

around to a greater extent. For example, very' few of' the nearly 18' per cent 

of families living in Melbourne's core remained within this area, whereas 

those living i~ the outer area were likely to purchase a home within the 

same vicinity. Within the Melbourne metropolitan area, the further out from 

the central business district families resided prior to Capil, ·the more 

likely they were to purchase a home in the same area. 

·At the time. of Capil purchase" the Melbourne housing market ,was just 

beginning to recover from a 6 year decline in real house prices. Little did 

these families realize that from about 1985 onwards, house prices would 

begin to increase, in real terms; approximately 7.7 per cent per annum. The 

rate of increase was not the same in all regions with the core and inner 

regions considerably above the average growth rate and the outer and fringe 

areas below (Burke and Hayward, 1990). 

In 1985, families purchased housing in Melbourne for an average price of 

$53,000 in Melbourne. Housing was less costly outside the metropolitan area 

and aye raged around $47,000. In general, the prices of the homes purchased 

were 20 to 25 per cent ,lower than median house prices at the time. On the 

w~ole, families purchased new and solidly constructed dwellings, nearly'all 

separate, detached three-bedroom dwellings. Only 15 per cent of the houses 

,purchased were built prior to World War 11 - and these generally were timber 

construction. Over pne-quarter were less than ten years old. Eighteen 
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families, in fact, purchased brand-new dwellings in outer suburban estates 

and an addition~i 45 families purchased blocks of land and engaged builders 

to construct homes to their specifications. In total, 59 per cent of houses 

had been constructed since 1960 (Wulff, 1990). 

The Structure of the Third Evaluation Report 

At the first capil interview, families could_be viewed as being in the 

honeymoon phase of home ownership; by the second interview in 1987, the 

consolidation phase had set in;-a:fter almost five years-of home purchase, 

these families can accurately be described as established home purchasers. 

The basic evaluation issues have remained unchanged; the Third Report, 

however, raises questions unable to be answered earlier, mainly the twin 

questions of equity and financial benefit. 

The central-evaluation issues are: 

- Does the Scheme provide affordable repayments? 

- Do families understand the Scheme and feel satisfied with home purchase 

under a capital ~ndexed mortgage? 

- Does home purchase pose too heavy a financial burden in terms of other 

housing costs such as home repairs _and improvements? 

- Do families increase their income and employment over time allowing-them 

to keep up with indexed repayments? 

This report begins by describing the group of -families interviewed at Wave 

3, comparing them to the original 481 families interviewed in 1985/86. The 

characteristics of those who have left the study for various reasons, most 

notably seliing up and moving, are also examined. The changes that have 

taken place in families are examined in Chapter 3, as well as the close 

connection between family status' and economic position. The changing .• 
employment profile of families is considered in Chapter 4, which also points 
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to the intermittent nature of employment for Capil families. Chapter 5 

looks at a basic capil question, housing costs and affordability. Chapter 6 

examines the question of repairs, and home improvements, attempting to 

distinguish the financial costs associated with necessary repairs from 

other, more discretionary, work on the home. Chapter 7 lOoks closely at the 

financial benefits accrued by capil families in the past five years. 

Equity, capital position and total financial benefit are considered within 
/ , 

this time period and also,after 25 years of home purchase. Chapter 8 looks 

at'the basic question of how satisfied are capil families - not only with 
~ 

the~r residential env~ronment, but also with the Scheme itself. Chapter 9 

considers whether families, nearly five years into the Scheme, finally 

understand how the loan works~ Chapter 10 summarizes selected key findings 

from this Third and Final Report. 
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Chapter 2: An OVerview of Wave 3 Sample and Discussion of Sample Loss. 

Introduction 

The Capital Indexed Loan Evaluation study, commencing in 1985, was 

originally designed to compare 481Capil recipients with a control group of 

275 families who rented either public or private.housing. At that time, it 

was hoped that this·research design would continue over a five-year period 

through three rounds of personal interviews. By Wave 3, conducted in 

July/August, 1989, the study focus had narrowed down to a remaining total of 

365 capil families. Not interviewed were the 167 control families reported. 

on in the Second Evaluation Report. Because this latter group had decreased 

by 40 per cent between the first and second interviews, the remaining 

families became increasingly unrepresentative of renters. 

This chapter describes the general social and economic characteristics of: 

365 families interviewed at Wave 3 

60 families not interviewed at Wave 3 

78 families known to have discharged their capil mortgage during the 

course of the study 

Table 2.1 shows the general social and economic characteristics of theCapil 

sample at the time they were initially interviewed in 1985/86. The purpose 

of this Table is to examine the extent to which the families interviewed at. 

. Waves 2 and 3 were originally alike in· characteristics. In other words, 

taking into consideration the social and demographic characteristics of the 

original sample, did obvious· differences exist between those families who 

continued to participate in the study and those who left the study before 

completipg the three rounds of interviews? 
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Table 2.1: Selected characteristics of Capil sample based,on Wave 1 
information (1985/86) 

Selected characteristics 

Median age (in years) 

Median net weekly family 
income ($) 

Birthplace 
% born in Australia 
% born in UK/~reland 
% born in Europe 
% born in Asia 

Marital status 
% married couple families 
% sole parent families 

Education 
% respOndents with post-sect 

tertiary qualification 

,Source of Income 
% families on government 

benefits 

Wave 1 
(N=481) 

35.4 

204.0 

52.9 
7.5 

23.1 
16.,5 

47.8 
5,2.2 

18.7 

76.9 

Wave 2 Wave 3 
(N=425* ) (N=365) 

35.0 35.0 

204.0 203.0 

52.9 52.9 
7.8 8.7 

21.9 20.3 
17.4 18.1 

51.3 50.4 
48.7 49.6 

17 .4 15.9 

76.2 76.4 

* Although'425 families were interviewed at Wave 2, the Second Evaluation' 
Report is based on 406 families because of missing information from the 
Department of Planning and Housing V~ctoria records on 19 families. That 
information has since been collected by AIFS in conjunction with the 
Ministry and further papers and reports from Wave 2 have used the 425 
families as the base. There were no special characteristics of the 19 
"missing" families, apart from the Department records not being available at 
the time of the initial analysis. The Tabies in this, chapter, therefore, 
are based on the 425 families interviewed. 

An examination of Table 2.1 suggests that, at least in terms of initial 

characteristics, very little distinguished those families who continued on 

to be interviewed at the second and third Waves from the total group 

interviewed at Wave 1. Relative to the Wave 1 sample, more mar:ried couples 

and, to a slight extent, Asian families, numbered among the Wave 3 sample. 

The general educational level of the group fell from 18.7 per cent of the 

original sample to 15.9 per cent of the'final sample hol~ing higher 

qualifications. 
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Table 2.2 looks overall at how the sample characteristics of the families 

analyzed at the three Waves changed over time. Some of these changes can be 

.attributed directly to the time between interviews, such as the ageing of 

the sample from an average 35 to 38 years. Others reflect social and 

economic changes that occurred during the study (and are discussed in later 

chapters) such as the reduced number of families living on government· 

benefits. And, finally, others are due to the selective loss of families 

from the sample, such as the slight increase in Asian respondents and 

married couples in the study. 

Table 2.2: Wave 3 sample compared with the Wave 1 and Wave 2 samples 

Selected characteristics 

Median age (in years) 

Median net weekly family 
income ($) 

Birthplace· 
% born in Australia 
% born in OK/Ireland 
% born in Europe 
% born in Asia 

Marital Status 
% married couple families 
% sole parent families 

Education 
% resPondents with post-sec/ 

tertiary qualification 

Source of Income 
% families on government 

benefits 

Wave 1 
(N=481) 
1985/86 

35.4. 

204.0 

52.9 
7.5 

23.1 
16~5 

. 47.8 
52.2 

lS.7 

76.9 

Wave 2 
(N=425) 
1987 

36.0 

253~5 

53.1 
7.8 

21.8 
17.3 

54.S 
45.2 

19.5 

56.2 

Wave 3 
(N=365) 
1989 

38.0 

299.0 

52.9 
S.7 

20.3 
lS.1 

54.S 
45.2 

17.8 

47.1 

Table 2.3 looks at the characteristics of families who left the study after 

the Wave 2 interview (the sample loss) and those who remained on to be 

interviewed for the third and final time. 
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Table 2.3: Wave 3 sample and sample loss, based on characteristics at Wave 2 

selected characteristics 

Median age (in years) 

Median net weekly family 
income($) 

Birthplace 
% born in Australia 
% born in UK/lreland 
% born in Europe 
% born in Asia 

Marital status 
% married couple families 
% sole parent families 

Education 
% respondents with post~sec/ 

tertiary qualification 

Source of Income 
% families on government 

benefits 

Wave 2 

(N=425) 

36.0 

252.0 

53.1 
7.B 

21.B 
17.3 ' 

54.B 
45.2 

19.5 

56.2 

Wave 3 
loss 

(N=60) 

34.5 

262.5 

53.3 ' 
L7 

31.7 
13.3 

65.0 
35.0 

30.0 

48.3 

Wave 3 
remaining 

(N=365) 

36.0 

250.0 

52.9 
B.7 

20.3 
IB.l 

53.2 
46.B 

17.B 

57.5 

Families who left the study after Wave 2 were a sele'ctive group in many 

respects. Not only were they younger and possessed a higher median family 

income than those who remained in the study, but they were more likely to 

have been born in Europe, married, and hold higher educational 

qualifications as well. About 47 per cent of families not interviewed at ' 

Wave 3 derived their income from government pensions or benefits, a figure 

comparing with OVer 57 per cent of the 'group who remained in the study. 

Thus, the 60 famili~s who left the study'after the Wave 2 interview differed 

considerably' from those who stayed on.. The next Table examines the reasons' 

why these families were not interviewed at Wave 3. 
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Table 2.4: Reasons for non-interviews at Wave 2 and Wave 3 

Reasons 

Sold the capil home . 
Rentirig out their capil property, 

unavailable for interview. 
Non-contacts' 
Refused to' be interviewed 

Total non-interviews 

Total interviews 

Wave 2 
N 

~6 

7 
19 

4 

56 

425 

Wave 3 
N 

47* 

4 
8 
1 

60 

365 

* This figure excludes 5 families who had recently sold their homes, but had 
not as yet discharged their mortgage at the time of the interview. 

The major reason for not being interviewed at either round was that the 

family had sold their Capil home and thus were no longer part of the study: 

26 families at the second Wave and 47 at the,third. Refusals for interviews 

were rare, particularly at the final interview when most families were both 

familiar and comfortable with the Capil study and only one family refused 

outright to be interviewed. ,Non-contacts decreased at the third interview 

from 19 to 8 families. After numerous phone contacts went unanswered and 

interviewers found no one at home when they visited, a final letter of 

request from AIFS was sent in mid-September to 15 families. This latter 

exercise resulted in another 7 comp~eted interviews, leaving the remaining 

families classified as "non-contacts". In most cases, the reason why 

contact was not made cannot be known, but in two instances, neighbours 

informed the interviewer that either the family was travelling ov,erseas or 

the respondent was convalescing elsewhere. other families not interviewed 

included the small number who were ,renting out their Capil property: in some 

cases, the tenants let the inte'rviewer know and in others, the capil 

recipient acknowle~ged our letter of request for an interview by stating 

that the house was rented.' 
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Table 2.5: Characteristics of families who discharged their Capil mortgages· 
after Wave .1 and after Wave 2 

Wave 1 Wave 2 
Selected " sold" "sold" 
characteristics (N=481) (N=26) (N=425) (N=52*) 

Median age (in years) 35.4 33.0 36.0 35.5 

Median net weekly family 
income ($) 204.0 200.0 252.0 300.0 

Bi'rthplace 
% born in Australia 52.9 53.8 53.1 55.8 
% born in UK/Ireland 7.5 7.7 7.8 1.9 
% born in Europe 23.1 30.8 21.8 25.0 
% born in Asia 16.5 7.7 17.3 17.3 

Marital Status 
% married couple families 47.8 42.3 54·.8 73.1 
% sole parent families 52.2 57.7 45.2 26.9 

Education 
% respondents with post-sec/ 

tertiary qualification 18.7 42.3 19.5 30.8 

Income Source 
% families on government 

benefits 76.9 73.1 56.2 . 45.1 

* includes 5 who completed Wave 3 interview 

.The information in Table 2.5 compares families w~o discharged their Capil 

mortgages with the ·total group of f.amilies who had participated in either 

the first .or second round of interviews. On the whole, Table 2.5 suggests 

that not only are families who sold different from those who remained in the 

Capil Scheme, but that families who sold after Wave 1 vary also from 

. families who sold after Wave 2. 

With respect to families who sold after Wave 1, one of the most striking 

9ifferences relates to educational attainment. Respondents who discharged 

their Capil mortgage were more than twice as likely as the total group ~o 

hold post-secondary or tertiary qualifications.· This relatively high 

educational attainment is also the case for those who sold after the second 
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interview. Moreover, those who sold after Wave 1 tended to be younger than 

those who remained. European born migrants were also more likely to sell 

and leave the Scheme than Australian born respondents or other migrants. 

Even further differences exist between those who sold after the Wave 2 

interview and the total group interviewed at Wave 2. Nearly three-quarters 

of those who sold were married compared with just over half of the total 

Wave 2 sample. On average, net weekly family incomes were considerably 

higher among the group leaving the Scheme: $300 per week compared with $252 

per week. They were also far more likely to be employed than those who 

remained. In sum, it appears that the group who.sold their homes after the 

second Wave were financially better-off and more highly educated than those. 

who remained. Upward mobility, in part, may lie behind leaving the capi~ 

Scheme. 

Personal Interviews with Families Who Left the Capil Scheme 

, 
Since Wave 1, the importance of· interviewing families who discharged their 

mortgage has been agreed upon by the Department and AIFS. Indeed; following 

Wave 1, in cooperation with the Department (who provided information on 

mortgages that had been discharged) AIFS research staff, in an effort to 

'locate the families concerned, wrote to the solicitors responsible for the 

conveyancing requesting the forwarding addresses of their clients. This 

turned out to be a fruitless exercise as issues of confidentiality prevented 

.the solicitors from releasing addresses. Following the completion of the 

Wave 2 study, a new method for identifying families discharging their 

mortgage was devised, whereby the Department of Planning and Housing 

Victoria staff "red-dotted" the file of each family participating in the 

study and notified the Institute when a request for mortgage discharge was 

made. This system produced 12 families, who were then contacted by AIFS to 

arrange a·personal (or in a few cases, ,telephone) interview. 

Because only 12 of the 52 families who moved after the Wave 2 interview were 

contacted, the repres~ntativeness of the information must be questioned. 

Nonetheless, the families provided valuable.insights into some of the more 

predictabie and unpredictable circumstances that led them to a point where 

they discharged their Capil mortgage. 
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Three families moved because of the need for more dwelling space: 

We have our fourth child on the way and this is a .two-bedroom 
house. 

I remarried. We're building a larger house~ 

The house was too small. We have another baby now. 

Another four mentioned they either disliked their neighbourhoods or 

specifically disliked their neighbours. These reasons may be associated 

with the 'upward mObility' suggested by Table 2.5: 

We don't like our neighbour. We could also get a better house 
because the area house prices have increased. 

In contrast the following family desired a better neighbourhood, but 

preferred ~ less expensive home ••• 

We moved because of a combination of wanting to move to a quieter 
area and wanting to buy a cheaper house so that our mortgage would 
be less. 

others were more specific about the neighbourhood and neighbours: 

We lived in a bad neighbourhood many burglaries, drug-
addicted people, a noisy, violent environment. 

We wanted to change areas, .mainly our neighbours: they're very bad 
and always in big trouble. They're noisy, loud people with lots 
of problems and in lots of trouble. 

Families were also appreciative of the Capil loan. In response to the 

question, "Now that you're out of the capil Scheme, overall, how worthwhile 

do you think it was for you and your family?", one respondent, for example, 

replied: 

It is definitely worthwhile as we have made some profit from 
selling the house; I did not have to pay rent these several years; 
and it gave us the sense of freedom, security, and achievement to 
own a house. 

• 
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Unforeseen circumstances also led to leaving the Capil Scheme. One woman's 

husband died and she left 'the house because of the sad memories; another 

woman ',s father died and she used her inheritance to payout the Capil :)..oan; 

and another woman, confronted unexpectedly with illness, left to live with 

her daughter in Queensland •. All three agreed that Capil had been very 

worthwhile. 

All but one of the respondents felt that capil had been worthwhile' for 

themselves and their families, using words like "definitely worthwhile", 

"very much so" , "ve,ry helpful". Only one respondent was disgruntled ••• in 

fact, so much so, that he blamed the Department for the break-up of his 

family, the decline of his health,.and his financial ruin. His story is so 

individual to his circumstances that h'is response is .not representative of 

other families. Despite all his difficulties, including having purchased a 

home in a flood-prone, area, ,he ended up with $6000 after the sale of his 

home. 

When asked for recommendations to improve the Scheme, the mos~ common 

suggestion was that be~ter information be provided to families about how the 

loan operates, particularly the indexation of the loan to inflation, and the 

rising outstanding balance. In line with this confusion, one respondent 

asked for a fixed, rather than changing, interest rate. 9thers ,asked that 

statements be sent more frequently and that families be offered more than 

one month in .which to find a home. This latter suggestion came mainly from 

families who moved because of their dislike of the neighbourhood. 

Conclusion 

. From an original sample of 481 capil families, 365 families remained in 'the 

st~dy through the third and final interview. The gradual loss of 116 

families over the course of ·5 years was mainly due to families discharging 

their mortgage and leaving the Capil .Scheme; the others were either 

uncontactable, renting out their property, or, in a few instances, 

completely opposed to being interviewed. Families who left the study varied 

in characteristics from those ,who remained: the former tended to be better 

placed financially and educationally, and more likely to be married, than 

the remaining group. In addition, the group who discharged their Capil 

mortgage contained a disproportionate number of European migrants. Overall, 

the selective nature of the families leaving the study left the remain'ing 
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Wave 3 group with a generally lower educational and income level than would 

be the case if all 481 families had continued on through three rounds of 

interviews. The final sample also contains relatively more two-parent 

families than did,the original Wave 1 group: partly because sole .parents 

tended to leave after the first interview and partly due to marriages that 

took place over the course of the study. 
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Chapter 3: The Changing Compo~itionof capil Families: Differences between 
Two- and one-parent Families 

Introduction 

Throughout the ,capital Indexed Loan study, the differing socio~economic 

circumstances of two- and one-parent families have been a major'discussion 

point. Indeed, the Second Evaluation Report noted that ma~ried and sole 

parent re'spondents experienced statistically different patterns of 

employment and levels of income. Consequently, their ability to meet their 

housing costs and other general living expenses differed as well. 

This cpapter describes the key characteristics at Wave 3 of married and sole 

parent respondents and proceeds to discuss changes in marital status that 

have occurred in the intervening period since the first Capil interview in 

1985. What these changes imply for families economic'situation is also 

examined. 

TwO- and One~parent Families 

Striking socio-economic differences prevail between ~espondents in two- and 

one-parent families. Table 3.1 presents five socio-economic indicators 

(education, age, cou,ntry of birth, net weekly family income and major source 

of family income) for two- and one-parent families. With the exception of 

age, respondents tended to be statistically different on each soc1'al 

indicator, depending on their family type. For example,. respondents heading 

one-parent families were better educated than. married respondents - this 

difference is considerably more marked at the lower educational categories 

than at the higher educational leveL For example, 20 per cent of 

respondents i~ two-parent families had only a primary education or less 

compared with only 7.5 per cent'of unmarried respondents. This is closely 

related to the. fact that over half of the married respo,ndents came 

originally from non-English speaking countries. (Further analysis showed 

that half the European and 30 per cent of the Asian migrants held very low 

educational qualifications.) 
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Table 3.1: "Key characteristics of respondents in one~ and two-parent 
families, Wave 3 (N=365) 

Selected 
characteristics 

Educational Level*** 
Primary 
Lower secondary 
Upper secondary 
P9st secondary / tertiary 

Age 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-60 plus 

Birthplace*** 
Australia 
UK/Ireland 
Europe 
Asia 

Two-parent families 
(N=200) 

20.2 
27.8 
34.8 
17.2 

10.0 
49.0 " 
26.5 
14.5 

42.4 
6.1 

22.7 
28.8 

Net weekly family income*** 
Less $199 
$200-299 
$300-399 
$400 plus 

Major Source of Family 
Income*** 

Salary or wage 
Benefit or pension 

Significance: * p<.05 
** p<.01 
*** p<.Oo"l 

28.6 
27.0 
43.9 

65.6 
34.4 

one-parent families 
(N=165) 

7.5 
29.2 
44.1 
19.3 

7.9 
51.5 
30".9 

9.7 

65.9 
12.2 
17.1 
4.9 

21.2 
53.9 
20.0 
4.8 

37.6 
62.4 

Of the 200 married respondents, just over two fifths were born in Australia. 

Only a small number of respondents had migrated from the United Kingdom or 

Ireland, but over half had migrated from either Europe or Asia. In 

contrast, over three-quarters of sole parents were Australian or British 

born; very few came originally from Europe and even fewer from Asia. 

A particularly striking disparity between two- and one-parent families lies 

in their economic situation. Just over 20 per cent of sole parents, for 

example, lived on incomes less than $200 per week; none of the married 

respondents reported such a low family income. Moreover, only one-quarter 
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of sole parents receivea over $300 family weekly income, whereas nearly. 71 

per cent of married couples reported family incomes of at leaat $300 (and 

for many, $400) per week. This sharp imbalance relates very closely to the 

fact that only 37.6 per cent of sole parents reported wages or salaries as 

their main income source compared with two-thirds o~ married respondents. 

Family Change and Stability 

Hidden behind the static figures· in Table 3.1 is a great deal of family 

change. In the just under five years since th~ first Capil interview,· some. 

marriages have ended; others commenced. Children have been· born, grown up, 

left home, and some have returned home. Table 3.2 shows the marital 

situation of Wave 3 respondents at the first interview and then indicates 

the number of respondents whose marital status stayed the same. 

Table 3.2: Marital change among Capil respond~nts: Wave 1 to Wave 3 

Married 
De facto 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 
Never married 

Total N 

Marital status 
at Wave 1 

N 

170 
13 
31 

104 
14 
30 

362* 

*Missing information 3 

Same marital status 
at Wave 3 

N (%) 

155 (91) 
9 (69) 
9 (29) 

86 (83) 
10 (71 ) 

20 (67) 

289 

Most common 
event 

separation 
marriage 
divorce 
marriage/defacto 
marriage 
partnered o~ 

separated 

In total, 73 respondents changed their marital status during the time of the 

Capil study. At the time of the initial interview, most resP9ndents were 

either married or divorced. Of the 170 married respondents, 155 were still 

married at the final interview, with about 9 per cent having separated or 

divorced. On the other hand, 86 of the. original 104 divorced responde·nts 

remained divorced and 18 partnered during the study. Qverall, partnering 

was more than twice as common as separating. 
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Although there were very few de facto relationships - only 13 :- the majority 

stayed intact. Separated respondents, however~ eventually divorced; only 9 

were still separated nearly five years later. Ten widows remained as such 

throughout the study; the other 4 had remarried. And a third of the never . 
married respondents reported that they had either found a partner or 

separated. While the latter may seem unusual, given that these respondents 

had not reported having a partner at the first interview, one of two 

possibilities" may explain. Either· they had been.in a relationship - but 

one they did not view as permanent or define as de facto at the time of the 

earlier capil interviews - or they may have partnered and separated between 

interviews. 

In other family events - not shown in Table 3.2 - 12 per cent of married 

couples gave birth to a child between the second and third round of 

interviews. At the later end of the family life cycle, 18 two-parent 

families had older children leave home to live independently, while in 7 

families older children moved back into the family home. Five·of the sole 

parents had given birth·to a child between the second and third interviews, 

and sole parents, relative to two-parent families, w~re more likely to have 

had older children leaving home.· 

Table 3.3 examines the characteristics of families, according to change or 

stability in the marital situation of the adults. Those who either married 

or divorced during Capil were both better educated and younger than those 

who remained married or stayed single. Just under one-quarter of those 

respondents who married during the study had achieved some post-secondary or 

tertiary education, a figure that compares with only 16 per cent of those 

who remained married. Even the small number of women ·who divorced during 

the study were more likely to have ~igher qualifications than those who 

remained unpaJ:"tnered. The very loW level of·educational achievement, that 

is, primary education only, of one-quarter of. the married respondents is 

related to the high proportion of immigrants among those married. 
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Table 3.3: Family change and stability, Wave 1 to Wave 3 

Selected 
characteristics 

Educational Level 
(at Wave 2) 

Primary 
Lower secondary 
Upper secondary 
Post secondary/ 
tertiary 

significance p<.002 

Age (at Wave 3) 
20 - 29 
30 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 or more 

significancep<.006 

Net weekly, fami~y 
income (at Wave 3) 

$90-$199 
$200-$299 
$300-$399 
$400 'plus 

Stayed 
married(a) 

(168) 

23.8 
26.2 
33.9 

16.1 

10.1 
45.0 
28.4 
16.6 

31.9 
27.7 
39.8 

significance p<.OOOl 

Stayed 
single(b) 

(146) 

7.5 
28.8 
44.5 

19.2 

6.0 
50.7 

,32.7 
10.7 

22.0 
52.0 
20.7 
5.3 

Part:nered 
during(c) 

(30) 

35.5 
41.4 

24.1 

10.0 
70.0 
16.7 

3.3 

10.3' 
24.1 
6,5.5 

Became 
single(d) 

(13) 

30.8 
46.2 

23.1 

, 30.8 
61.5 
7.7 

15.4 
69.2 
15.4 

(a) Ten (6 per cent) of ,the 168 "stayed'married" reported they were in de 
facto relationships at Wave 3. 
(b) All but 2 of the 146 "stayed single" are female and this group are 
described as female throughout this chapter. Three-quarters of the "stayed 
single" are divorced, 10 per cent widowed, and 13 per cent describe 
themselves as never married. 
(C) Eight (27 per cent) of the 30 "partnered during" are in de facto 
relationships. 
(Cl) Only 2 of the 13 "became single" are male and 10 of the 13 "became 
single" described themselves as separated, not divorced.' 

Respondents whose marital status remained unchanged, whether married or sole 

parents, were older than respondents who either partnered or became single. 

("Becoming single" is a broad category that may include, for example, 

separation, divor.ce , or wldowhood.) Becoming single was more likely 
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among middle-aged respondents - 61 per cent were between 30 and 39 years -

and no one who reported a separation or divorce was over 50 years. Seventy 

per cent of those who married during the study were also between 30 and 39, 

the average age range of remarriage in Australia. 

~he changing fortunes of families are closely related to family stability or 

change. Those respondents remaining married had the highest family income 

of all groups, while the recently separated had the lowest. Two-fifths of 

continuously married respondents earned more than $400 per week, a figure 

unmatched by any other group. Nearly three-quarters of those who stayed 

single, in contrast, relied on less than $300 per week, an economic 

situation only marginally better than the recently separated, where 85 per 

cent fell "into that same income situation. 

Marital status and Reliance on Government Benefits 

As reported in Chapter 2, at the time of the first Capil interview, three

quarters of all families relied mainly on government benefits for income. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates how any shift away from benefits ove.r the course of 

the study is closely associated with the family situation. 

For couples who remained together, the proportion on government benefits 

declined markedly during the study, from approximately 70 to just 38 per 

cent. At Wave 3, about half of these families depended on Unemployment 

Benefits; the other half on Sickness Benefits or the Invalid Pension. While 

a m~ch higher proportion of sole parents relied on government benefits. 

(almost all on the Supporting Parents Benefit), the. proportion slowly 

decreased over time. Nonetheless, even at Wave 3, the majority of this 

group relied on pensions and benefits. 

Becoming single or partnering have opposite effects ona family's economic 

situation. Becoming a sole parent 'fundamentally means turning to government 

benefits for i~come support, while finding a partner tends to move adults 

off benefits.· Very few of the ·30 respondents who entered a relationship 
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Figure 3.1: Changing per cent of families on 
government benefits, from Wave 1 to Wave 3, by 
marital status (N=365) 
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during the study were on government benefits, yet over 80 per cent of this 

same group had Qeen on the pension when the study began in 1985. 'The 

dramatic interconnection ,between marital status and economic position 

illustrated in Figure 3,.1 is examined in much greater detail in Chapter 4. 

Conclusion 'and Implications 

This chapter has shown the striking economic differences between two- and 

one-parent ~amilies in the Capil Scheme. Mo~eover, it has illustrated how 

either gaining or losing a partner transforms a family's economic 

circumstances. A key difference between married and non-married respondents 

is place of birth - well over half the married respondents were born 

overseas compared with about one-third of sole parents. The lower income of 

sole parents implies that these families not only struggle financially, but 

also repay the Department smaller amounts; and have less discretionary 

income for repairing or renovating their homes. These issues will be 

addressed in subsequent chapters. What this chapter has pointed out is the 

importance of understanding the different economic positions of two- and 

one~parent· families. 
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Chapter 4: EmplQyment and Income changes Among Capil Families 

Introduction 

The success of the Capital Indexed Loan Scheme depends on families 

maintaining their financial situation in line with inflation over the course 

of the loan. In order to keep up with an inflation adjusted loan family 

income must match the level of inflation. If the economic circumstances of 

a family improve over and above inflation, this only further serves to 

increase their capacity to repay their loan quickly. 

The second report showed that in the intervening period between the first 

and second interviews, Capil families had gained jobs and increased their' 

incomes to a greater extent than the control group of private and public 

renters. This was particularly the case in two-parent families. For 

example, between Wave 1 and Wave 2, there was a 61 per cent increase'in 

employed married adults; sole parents experienced a 146 per cent increa'se in 

full-time'work and 32 per. cent increase in part-time work (Wulff, 1989). 

Employment Changes by Family Status 

Table 4.1 indicates that the employment trends noted at the second round of 

capil interviews have persisted. By the third round of interviews, nearly 

30 per cent of two-parent families had both adults in the work-force - up 

from 4.5 per cent in 1985 when the study began. Table 4.1 considers only 

those families whose marital status ~emained unchanged between interviews; 

to do otherwise would have raised the complicating factor of re-partnering 

or marital break-up as the reason behind a growth or decline' in family 

employment, r~ther than marital status per se. Table 4.1, then, examines 

the ~ group of families at each interview'period. 

,~ 
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Table 4.1: Employment status by family status, Wave 1 to Wave 3 (for 
respondents in continuous marital situation) 

Wave 1 ' Wave 2 Wave 3 

Two-Qarent 'families (N=155) 
Both adults employed* 4.5 19.5 29.6 
Male employed 22.6 31.4 33.7 
Female employed 5.2 4.1 5.3 
Neither in labour force 67.7 45.0 31.4 

one-Q2rent families (N=141) 
FUll-time employment 8.5 19.4 26.0 
Part-time employment 17.7 22.2 35.6 
Not in labour force 73.8 58.3 38.4 

* In families where both adults are employed, eighty-three per cent of 
married males are employed full-time and 17 per cent part-time. Fifty-five 
per cent of married females are employed full-time and 45 per cent part
time~ 

Durin~ the course of. this study, married adults experienced a dramatic 

decline in the proportion of families with neither adult in the work force -

down from 67 per cent at the start of the study to 31 per'cent at the most 

recent intervi~w. The general trend for married adults has been to enter 

the workforce, rather than to continue to rely completely on government 

pensions and benefits. 

The 141 female sole parents in the study also showed consistent increases in 

labour force particiPation. By Wave 3, over one-quarter of these female 

family heads were in full-time employment. In addition, many women had 

found some part-time work: half of these "part-timers" described their work 

as regular, while others said it was 'casual or temporary'. Just under two

fifths of female sole parents remained without any form of 'paid employment 

at the third interview. 

EmQloyment Transitions Through Time: Moves into Paid EmQloyment 

At the start' of the Capital Indexed Loan study in 1985, the majority of 

families receiving loans were out of the labour force: 68 per cent of 

married respondents and 74 ,per cent of sole parents. The entry of la~ge 

numbers of these adults into the workfqrce has been one of the more dramatic 

changes that have occurred for these families. For many respondents, 

however, these moves into paid work have not been straightforward, but have 
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happened in a number of steps. ,Table 4.2 presents the complex pattern of 

workforce entry for both married and non-married parents. 

Table 4.2: Employment transitions of couples not in the labour force at 
Wave 1 (N=105) 

Wave 2 

10 both employed 

29 male employed 

1 female employed 

65 both not in the 
labour force 

9 
1 

16 
9 
4 

1 

39 

7 
14 

5 

Wave 3 

both employed 
both not in the 
labour force 

male employed 
both employed 
bqth not in the 
labour force 

not in labour force 

both not. in the 
labour force 
both employed 
male employed 
female employed 

I ' 
From an initial 105 couples without an employed adult, 40 couples had, by 

the second interview, at least one adult in the labour force. Only 65 

couples were both still without work at that time. Also at Wave 2, the most 

common pattern was for only the male parent to enter the workforce(29 out 

of the 40 families entering the workforce). In ten families, both parents 

entered the workforce - all but one of these families. retained their 

workforce status by Wave 3 and in this case both dropped .out of paid work. 

Of the 65 families not in the labour force at Wave 2, 26 had entered'paid 

work by wave 3~ In 14 of these families~ only the' father entered the 

workforce, in, five only the mother, and in the remainder, both parents found 

paid work. Although it took nearly four and a half years for one or more 

.adult to find paid work, by the end of the period only 45 out of 105 

originally non-working families were still without an aduit in paid 

employment. 

" 
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Table 4.3 presents the pattern of work-force participation for the 103 sole 

pare'nts who were out of the labour force at the first' interview. Of this 

g~oup, ten women had entered full-time employment by the second interview. 

.At the last interview, however, only 6 of these women had continued in full

time employment; 3 had dropped. down to part-time work; and 1 had left the 

work force altogether. 

Table 4.3: Employment transitions of sole parents not in the labour force at 
Wave 1 (N=103) 

Wave 2 

10 employed full-time 

19 employed part-time 

74 not in labour force 

Wave 3 

6 employed full-time 
3 employed part-time 
1 not in labour force 

15 employed part-time 
1 employed full-time 
3 not in labour force 

45 not in labour force 
21 employed part-time 

8 employed full-time 

Of the 19 women who by the second Wave. had found regular orcasual-part-time 

work, the information for Wave 3 reveals that only 3 had left the paid work

force; 1 had gained full-time employment; while the rest had remained in 

part-time employment. Of those 74 women still not in the.labour force at 

the second Wave, 8 entered full-time employment by the third round of 

interviews, 21 were involved in either part-time or casual work, and only 45 

remained out of the paid labour force. The additional four other women not 

in the paid labour' force at Wave 3 had been in paid' work' a.t Wave 2, but 

subsequently left that employment. In all, of the approximately equal 

numbers of married couples and sole parents not in paid work at the first 

interview (105 and 103 respectively), similar numbers had found some form of 

paid work by the final interview. 
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Explaining Employment of Married Adults 

Comparing those famiiies where neither adult was in the work-force with 

those where one or.both gained employment reveals several statistically 

significant differences,. Married adults remaining out of the labour force 

were both older and less educated than those who entered the work-torce, 

suggesting the former posses·sed fewer work-force skills. The family income 

in homes without an employed adult was considerably lower than where one pr 

more had entered the workforce. 

Table 4.4: Change or·non-cllange in the employment situation of married 
couples who were out of the labour force at. Wave 1 - selected indicators 
(N=94)(a) 

Remained out Male gained Both gained 
of labour force employment employment 

Indicators (N~39) (N=30) (N=25) 

Mean age*** 47.4 37.1 38.4 

Mean age of 
youngest child** 10.3 5.3 7.7 

Mean educational 
·attainment*** (b) 2.8 5.2 5.5 

Mean self-reported 
health score*** (C) 2.8 3.8 3.8 

Mean net family 
income Wave 3 *** $274.80 $354.30 $506.45 

Real mean net weekly 
income ch.ange Wave 2 
to Wave 3*** $2.40 $45.45 $115.85 

(a) As shown in Table 4.1, there were 105 married couples with neither 
partner in the labour force at Wave 1. The 94 couples examined in Table 4.4 
do not include 6 respondents who drifted in and out of the labour force and 
5 families in which the female gained employment. 
(b) The educational attainment score ranges from 1 (primary education Qr 
less) to 9 (tertiary educat:;ion); therefor~, the higher the mean score, the 
higher the average educational attainment of the group •. 
(C) The self-reported health score represents.ttie respondents' ratings of 
their physical condition on a score of·1 (very dissatisfied with their 
physical condition) ~o 5 (very satisfied with their physical condition. The 
higher the· score, the better the respondents' perception of their health. 
*** p< .0001 
** p< .01 
* p< .05 
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Overall, the figures in this Table suggest that age, lack of education, and 

perception of poor health are the real barriers to the employment of married 

adults in this study; 

Explaining Employment of Sole Parents 

In one~parent families, whether or not the adult remained outside the paid 

work-force made a marked difference to the economic situation of the family • 

. When the adult was not in paid work, net family incomes were approximately 

$90 per week less than those in paid work. These families also had 

considerably lower real gains in their net weekly income. 

Table 4.5: Change or non-change in the employment situation of sole parents 
who were not in the labour force at Wave 1 - Selected indicators (N=60)(a) 

• Indicators 

Mean age 

Mean age of 
youngest child* 

Mean educational 
attainment score 

Mean self-reported 
health score** 

Mean net family 
income Wave 3 *** 

Real mean net weekly 
income change Wave 2 
to Wave 3 *** 

Remained out of 
labour force 

(N=45) 

10.0 

4.5 

3.2 

$212.60 

$10.50 

Gained full-time 
. employment 

(N=15) 

39.9 

14.6 

5.1 

4.1 

$303.30 

$35.25 

(a) Of the 1Q3 sole Parents who were not in the labour force at Wave 1, 45 
were still not in the paid the labour force at Wave 3 whereas 15 respondents 
had entered full-time employment. The remaining 44 sole parents either had 
gained some form of casual or part-time employment (39) or had 'drifted in 
and out of the work-force. 
*** p< .0001 
** p< .01 

* p< .05 
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There is no differenqe in age between non-working and' working sole parents 

nor is the educational difference statistically significant. Parents, 

however, whose youngest child had reached their teens were statistically 

more likely to have gained full-time employment than those with a youQg 

child still in' primary school. Moreover, women in full-time employment 
~ 

rated their health as better than those without paid work. The association. 

between health and employment, however, may actually work in either 

direction - a causal relationship is unclear. In other words, ill health 

could keep someone out of paid work; ~lternativel,y, staying at home with 

young children could possibly lead toa perception of poor health. This 

indicator of health referred tq in the Table is the respondents' ratings of 

their health - in other words, a subjective rather than objective health 

measure. On the whole, Table 4.5 suggests having young children, and 

possibly poor health, serve to keep sole parents out of the paid.workforce. 

Unlike the case of married adults, education and age are not barriers· but 

responsibility for caring for young children is the critical factor. 

Reasons for Not Being in the Labour Force, 

When asked directly about why they were not in paid employment, poor heaith. 

was offered'as the major reason by neariy two-thirds (61.8 per cent) of 

partnered males. (At Wave 2~ approximately 70 per cent of males not in the 

labour force cited ill health as the main reason). But only. half of this 

group are actually on an Invalid Pension or Sickness Benefit; the others are 

on Unemployment Benefits. Also at Wave 3, a small number (4) of men cited 

the lack of available work while an equal number said that their lack of 

training and work experience operated to keep them out of the work-force. 

For married women, ill health was also the most commonly offered explanation 

fo~ not being ,in the paid labour force. Forty-four per cent reported this 

at Wave 3 compared to 27 per cent at the previous interview. Child care was 

reported. by 29 per cent of married women at Wave 3 whereas at Wave 2 needs 

of children was the central reason cited for not being in the paid 

employment. A handful were studying in anticipation of returning to work 

when their children were older. It seems that for married women childcare 

responsibilities present an obstacle to emploYment for a limited time, while 

health is a more persistent barrier. 
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For the 64 female sole parents (who had remained sole parents during the 

course of the study), the most common reason given was the needs of 

children, with just under half (48 per cent) reporting this at Wave 3 

compared to 51 per cent at the second Wave. The nex~ most common reason was 

poor health, while a relatively small number of women spoke about lack of 

jobs in their area or their own personal lack of training or job experience. 

.Three women were studying and another 3 reported their age as a barrier to 

gaining ~ployment. Just ov~r 90 per cent of these women were on the 

SuppOrting Parents Benefit, 1 on Unemployment Benefits, and 3 on Invalid 

Pension or Sickness Benefit'. 

Main Rgasons for Work-force Behaviour 

·In examining the factors explaining ,the labour force participation of the. 

originally non-employed couples in the Scheme, a multiple regression 

analysis was used to determine the relative impact of several variables 

simultaneously on wo~k-force re-entry. (See Appendix at the end of this 

chapter for a full description of variables used in this and the following 

Tables. ) 

Table 4.6: Determinants of employment status for married couples (N=102) 

Independent Variable 

Age of respondent 
(b=.25) 

Educational attainment score 
(b=-.27) 

Self-reported health score 
(b=-.3l) 

Adjusted R-square = .32 

Deperident Variable 

Gained full-time employment 
or 

Remained out of the labour force 

Note: This model initially included the additional variables of birthplace 
and the age of the youngest child - neither emerged as statistically 
significant in the regression analysis. 

According to the ,b (beta) scores (which indicate the rel'ative strength of 

the association between the independent variable and the dependent variable 

- in this case, gaining employment (either one or both adults) or remaining 
, 

out of the labour force) - the strongest explanatory factor is the 
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perception married adults have of their physical condition (b=-.31). In 

other words, those adults rating their health as unsatisfactory were more 

likely to have remained out of the full-time employment than those reporting 

satisfactory health. Next in relative importance is educational attainment 

with the less educated more likely to remain out of the full-time paid work 

than ,the higher educated. And, lastly, the older the respondents, the less 

likely they are to be employed. On the whole, these results suggest that. 

,the major explanations for lack of paid work participation'of the partnered 

capil respondents are perceptiion of poor health, lack of edqcation or 

training, and age not all these factors are 'likely to reverse, at least 

in the short run, and it may be the case that Capil emploYment increases 

have reached their peak for partnered adults. 

Table 4.7: Determinants of employment for sole parents (N=97) 

Independent Variable 

Age of youngest child 
(b=-.31) 

self-rePorted health score 
(b=-.33) 

Adjusted R-square=.15 

Dependent Variable 

Gained full-time employment' 
or 

Remained out of the labour 'force 

Note: The original regression model also included ethnicity, age of 
respondent and educational attainment - none of which emerged statistically 
significant in the regression analysis. 

Very little (at least in social and demographic terms) differentiates the 

small group of female sole parents who returned to work fUll-time and the 

large group of women who remained out of any paid employment during the 

entire course of the study. Indeed, factors such as the respondent's age, 

educational attainment or ~thnicity had no statistical impact. Two 

variables statistically related to employment status are the respondents' 

rating of their physical health (b=-.33) and the age of the youngest child 

(b=.31) - yet bo,th factors only explained 15 per cent of the variance. In 

other words, it is very likely that factors not measured in this survey, 

such as personality, attitudes, or family support may account for the 

differing employment behaviours of sole parents. 
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Family Income and Changes in Income 

For c,ouples who remained married throughout the study, employment made a key 

difference to their level of income and to their change in income between 

the second and third interviews. As shown in Table 4.8, having both 

partners in the work-force brought in nearly t,wice as much weekly income as 

when neither was in paid work.' Moreover, while two-earner families gained' 

just over $85 a week, families with non-working parents lost $27 in real 

terms. Those families with one adult employed (usually the male, but in a 

small number of cases, the female) mac;le steady income gains of $29 and $39 

dollars per week, respectively. 

Table 4.8: Net weekly family income and real income change for continuously 
partnered couples between Wave 2 and Wave 3 by employment status ,(N=165) 

Employment status 

Both partners employed 
Male employed, 
Female employed 
Both out of labour force 

*** p < .0001 

Mean net weekly 
income *** 

531.50 
376.75 
332.80 
274.40 

Real income 
change *** 

85.70 
29.40 . 
39.45 

-27.25 

Table 4.9 presents the relationship between employment ~nd income for sole 

parents ~ As with partnered couples, the net weekly income of these familie's 

varied significantly according to their level of employnient.But the range 

of average incomes still remained much lower than that of partnered couples, 

with the average full-time income of $316 still less than a single earner in 

a two-parent family. The other interesting featUre of Table 4.9 is that the 

extent to which income increased between interviews was not related to the 

employment situation of the adult. Perhaps the limited earning power of 

females makes the decision about entering the work-force or remaining on the 

Supporting Parents' Benefit a very difficult one. 
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Table 4.9: Mean net weekly family income and real income change for . 
continuous sole parents between Wave 2 and Wave 3 by employment status 
(N=141) 

Employment staus 

,Full-time employment 
Regular part-time employment· (a) 
Other part-time work 
Not in labour force 

Mean' net weekly 
income *** 

316.50 
294.94 
248.63 
207.20 

Real income 
change * 

40.25 
·15.60 
24.50 
0.95 

(a) In this Table, "regular" part-time work refers only to cases where it 
serves as the major source of income for the family. 
* p=.08 
*** I><!OOO 

Keeping up with Average Weekly Earnings 

Table 4.10 examines the extent to which Capil fami'lies are keeping pace with 

full-time, male Average Weekly Earnings (AWE). In this Table, Capil family 

incomes are measured against the AWE of the period to which they refer - for 

example, incomes at Wave 3 are compared with the August Quarter, 1989, when 

AWE was $529.20. 

Table 4.10: Capilnet family income as a proportion of Average Weekly 
Earnings, Wave 1 to Wave 3 

Net family income as a 
percentage of AWE Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 

0 - 25 1.7 3.6 3.9 
26 -50 62.9. 44.6 31.6 
51 - 75 30.5 33.7 40.7 
76 - 100 3.4 9.5 13.6 
101 - 150 1.4 8.1 10.0 
151 or more 0.6 0.3 

Mean 49.3 58.8 63 •. 1 
Median 47.7 53.0 56.5 
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Over time, there has been a gradual increase in the proportion of families 

with incomes exceeding three~quarters of AWE. At Wave 1, under 5 per cent 

had incomes at this level compared with 24 per cent at Wave 3. At the same 

time, the proportion of families with incomes less than half AWE fell from 

nearly two-thirds to just under one-third between the first and last 

interviews. Despite this encouraging trend, the medians suggest that, even 

at Wave 3, over half of all families had incomes less than 56 per cent of 

AWE, not dramatically up from 47 per cent at Wave 1. 

Marital Change and Family Finances 

Table 4 •. 11 looks at the effect of marital status on the financial 

circumstances of Capil families. Clearly there is a substantial difference 

in the. economic circumstances of those couples who remained together 

throughout the study and sole parents who continued on their own: the 

average net weekly income of continuously partnered couples was over $100' 

more than that of 'sole parents, although in real income terms their weekly 

income increased by only $10 more than that of sole parents. The most 

dramatic swings in income were experienced by those respondents whose 

marital status changed during the study. Women who married during the study 

increased their income by over $100 weekly, while the small number of women 

who separated or divorced had an income loss of almost $100. 

Table 4.11: Change in marital status and effect on Wave 3 family net income 
and reai income change between Wave 2 and Wave 3 

Marital status 

Remained married 
Remained sole parent 
Partnered during 
Became sole parent 

*** p< .001 

Mean net weekly 
income *** 

385.50 
256.55 
487.00 
244.60 

Real income 
change*** 

27.60 
18.70 

113.00 
96.00 
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Summary and Implications 

The trend in employment and income for those taking part in the Capital 

Indexed Loan Study is definitely toward~ an improvement in income in 

conjunction with an increase in work-force participation. This chapter has 

explored both the general trends in employment and income as well as 

examined the barriers to working that have operated. for some families. 

On the whole, the steady gains shown at the second Wave of interviews in 

1987 have continued on to the third and.final interview. Marriedadults 

gaining employment were, on the whole, better educated and younger than 

those adults still not in paid- work. For sole parents, the key distinction 

between gaining full-time· employment or remaining outside of the paid labour 

force rested on the age of their children: those with older, teenage, 

children were more likely to join full-time work than those with young 

children. The presence of young children, however, was not a statistically 

significant barrier for married women, perhaps due to affordability and 

. availablity of child care. Moreover, for sole parents, education and age 

did not figure largely in the distinction between full-time workers and 

.those not in paid work. 

The level of family income and any improvements in family income were 

closely associate4 with the employment and marital status of respondents. 

Employed married adults, (particularly when both were working), were 

considerably better off financially than those not in paid employment: the 

same difference held for sole parents. For those adults experiencing a 

change in their marital status (either through separation. or divorce, or 

through re-partnering), the impact on their economic status was immediate: 

~rrying adults gained income, while separating adults lost income. 
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APPENDIX 

Variables and the variable coding used in the regression models 

Variable Name 

Age of respondent 

Age of youngest child 

Educational attainment 

Health report 

Place of birth 

Married couples' employment 
status 

Sole parents' employment 
status 

Variable Coding 

Age in single years 

.Age in single years 

computed variable whi'ch ranges from 1 
(primary education or less) to 9 
(tertiary level education). 

Self-reported health score rates the 
respondents' physical condition from 1 
,(very dissatisfied) to 5 (very 
satisfied) • 

Dichotomous variable where 1 equals 
Australian-born and 2 equals overseas 
born. 

Computed variable which looks at the 
employment status of couples who stayed, 
married throughout the study and were not 
in any form of paid work at the first 
Wave. 1 denotes those couples in which 
at least one adult gained full-time 
employment and 2 represents the couples 
who remained out of paid work. 

computed variable which looks at the 
employment status of sole parents who 
remained single throughou't the study and 
were not in any form of paid work at the 
first Wave. 1 denotes those who gained 
full-time emplo~ent and'2 represents 
those who remained out of paid work. 
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Chapter 5: Housing Costs and Affordability 

Introduction 

One of the centrai policy concerns surrounding the introduction of the 

capital ,Indexed Loan Scheme was whet.her families cquld afford to meet the 

costs of owning a home: not only the requisite monthly mortgage repayments, 

but also the associated costs such as rates and house insurance. (The issue 

of hom~ repairs and renovations is dealt with separately in Chapter '6.) This 

chapter addresses these issues.of housing costs and affordability, focussing 

largely on the topic of monthly mortgage repayments, followed by a 

. discussion of the ~eneral financial circumstances and outlook of capil 

families. 

Housing Expenditure of capil Families 

Table 5.1 compares the average housing costs faced by capil families at Wave 

2 with those at Wave 3. (The Wave 2 figures are given in both nominal and 

real (CPI adjusted) dollar terms.) The standard deviations are presented to 

indicate the wide variation in the dollar amoun'ts expended by different 

families in the Scheme. 

At Wave 3, families were spending more per month on their mortgage 

repayments than reported at the second Wave. The average monthly mortgage 

repayment at Wave 3 was $293 compared with an adjusted amount of $275 at the 

second Wave. This increase reflects in large part the employment and income 

gains referred to in Chapter 4. Because average family incomes had 

increased by Wave 3, the relative increase in average monthly mortgage 

repayments had little effect on the proportion of net income expended each 

month by families - approximately 25 per cent in 1987 compared with 24 per 

cent in 1989. Nevertheless, the fact that the standard deviations on this 

item have declined from 14.9 to 9.8 suggest there is less variation in the 

. proportions of monthly income devoted to mortgage repaym.ents than reported 

at the last interview. At the second Wave, for example,' there was nearly a 

15 percentage point variation around the mean in the proportion repaid to 
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the Department (with some families, to. illustrate, repaying up to 40 per, 

cent of family income on mortgages and others repaying a low 10 per cent). 

By Wave 3 this variation has been reduced to around 10 percent, thus making 

the range of repayments between 34 and 14 per cent of net monthly family 

income. This issue is taken up again in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.1: Comparison of Wave ,2 and Wave 3 average housing costa 

Indicators of 
housing'costs 

Monthly mortgage 
repayments ($) 

Proportion of gross 
family income spent 
on mortgage (%) 

Proportion of net 
family income spent 
on mortgage (%) 

'Annual ,rates ($ ) 

Annual house 
insurance ($) 

Disposable weekly 
income after 
housing costs ($ ) 

Weekly housing 
costs ($) 

Wave '2 Wave 3 

.Nominal Real 
lfean SO Mean SO Mean SO 

246.86 101.06 274.99 112.58 293.55 131.01 

21.54 9.43 

24.89 14.87 23.80 9.86 

442.26 168.89 492.66 188.13 545.69 183.15 

142.62 59.25 158.88 66.00 134.68 45.33 

204.39 112.06 227.68 124.83 247.24 125.30 

73.67 26.39 82.07 29.40 86.32 33.99 

On the whole, Capil families are paying more than reported at the second 

Wave on council and water rates and less on annual house insurance. 

Admittedly, council rates in general have increased' in Melbourne, but the 

decrease in house (building, not contents) insurance is puzzling. Perhaps 

building insurance is to some extent discretionary and with the increase in 

rates, families chose to reduce the insurance on their dwellings. 

After the main housing costs have been met at Wave 3 (including mortgage, 

r,ates, and house insurance), the disposable income of Capil families has 

improved approximately $20 per week. Even though weekly housing costs have 
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increased by $4.00, the family budget after meeting these costs is still 

better than the average amount reported at Wave 2. 

Adjusting Mortgage Repayments 

One of the findings of the Second Evaluation Report (June, 1988). giving 

cause for concern was the wide variation in the proportion of net monthly 

family income devoted to mortgage repayments. While capil is geared to 

payments of 25 Per cent of gross. family income, the Second Report suggested 

that this was the case for only .about .32 Per cent of families, primarily 

because of lack of re-adjustment of mortgage repayments to real changes in 

family income. Although the Department makes an automatic annual re

adjustment of payments based on the CPI, i't is up to families themselves to 

adjust repayments in the event their income has chanaged. Table 5.2 

examines the relationship of mortgage repayments to family income at Wave 3 

as compared with earlier Waves of the study. 

Table 5.2: Mortgage repayments as a per' cent of net family income, Wave I to 
Wave 3, and gross family income at Wave 3 

Mortgage as per Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 3 
cent of income (net) (net) (net) (gross) 

o - 15 6.9 14.6 19.4 28.3 
16 - 20 16.1 17.4 23.1 24.2 
21 - 25 39.4 31.4 25.3 21.1 
26 - 30 27.8 20.7 16.1 16.1 
31 or more 9.7 16.0 16.1 10.0 

The repayment situation at Wave 3 has not changed much from Wave 2. In 

fact, more families are repaying less than 20 per cent of their income than 

last time. This is even more pronounced when gross family income is used as 

the benchmark; unfortunately gross income was not measured in the earlier 

Waves of the study. On the whole, there appears to be a persistent lack of 

adjustment by families when their incomes rise or fall. 

Because of concern that the income adjustments required under the terms6f 

the Capital Indexed Loan Scheme have not worked well, the third round of 

interviews included questions on whether respondents had personally adjusted 
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their payments since the last interview o~ if they had basically left,their 

repaymen~ levels unchanged except for the automatic DPH'adjustments (for 

inflation). Interviewers asked respondents further questions about why - or 

why not- they had changed their repayments. 

Table 5.3: Adjustment or non-adjustment of mortgage repayments - Selected 
indicators 

Increased· Decreased DPH adjusted 
repayments . repayments repayments 

Selected indicators (N=138) (N=25) (N=200) 

Marital status at Wave 3 (%) 
married 48.0 4.0 48.0 
single 26.r 10.3 63.6 

significance p < 0.0001 

Mean net family income ($) 387.22 261.88 304.76 

significance p < 0.0001 

Mea'n real net family income 
change ($ ) 52.10 -41.02 12.97 

significance p < 0.0005 

More, than half of all families basically left their repayment level 

unchanged, that, is, made only those adjustments required by the Department. 

A substantial proportion (38 per cent) reported they had increased their 

mortgage payments, and a few (7 per cent) actually requested that their 

mortgage be reduced. 

Family income played a large part in explaining the adjustment Or non

adjustment of mortgage payments: those families on higher than average 

incomes as well as those with relatively high increases in income between 

Waves 2 and 3 were statisticai'ly more likely to report an upward adjustment 

in their mortgage ,payment. Couples, also, because of their higher family 

incomes were more likely than sole ~arents to increase their repayments. 

Families who increased their repayments to the Department had on, average 

gained $52 weekly, while those reducing their repayments had lost $41 

weekly. ,In this regard, then, Capil loans are operating in'the intended 
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fashion: that is, ,adjustments are made upwards or downwards in conjunction 

with changes in family income. 

When families were asked why they did, or did not adjust their mortgage 

repayments, the answers were fairly straightforward. The majority who did 

not change their mortgage payments typically said the following: 

We can't afford to pay any more. We need the cash for improvements. 

I'd like to - but basically the cost of living has gone up. 

We haven't found the need to (increase our repayments). Our situation 
is the same. 

i pay all I can manage at the moment. 

Increasing the mortgage payments was nearly always attributed to the desire 
to Payoff the loan more quickly: 

The more I pay, the quicker I can pay it off. I 'have to try and double 
the rate I'm paying just to keep up with the interest accumulating over 
the years 9f the loan. 

We want to try and get ahead. ' 

Because we don't want the actual amount we owe to rise! 

(We, pay more) so we can reduce the interest and payoff the debt 
quickly. 

And the few families who had decreased their repayments all said that their 

incomes had fallen: 

When I changed jobs and got less money, the (Ministry) reassessed my 
payments and reduced them. 

When I changed from a pension to Unemployment Benefits, my income 
decreased. 

My income dropped so I dropped the payment (and the,Ministry never 
questioned me!) 

Analysis of Co-Variance: Mean Monthly Mortgage Repayments by Marital status 
and Employment situation 

The average figures on housing expenditures presented in Table 5.1 disguise 

to some extent the variat'ion in housing costs among famil'ies in the Scheme. 

Families vary considerably in terms of the actual dollar amounts spent on 

mortgage ,repayments. Figure 5.1 graphica1iy presents the results of the' 

multivariate analysis of co-variance: a technique which in effect tests for 

the statistical significance of several variables simultaneously. For 
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,example" does, being married affect the level of mortgage repayments 

independently of the fact that. more married adults are employed tnan are 

other adults? Moreover, do families with a married, employed adult make 

higher mortgage repayments simply because they have higher family incomes? 

As Figu~e '5.1 demonstrates, married adults, whe~her in the labour force or 

not, make larger average mortgage repayments than do single adults - the 

latter including the never married, divorced, separated, and widowed. All 

married adults, regardless of their employment situation, spend higher than 

average amounts on their repayments, with those in fUll-time employment 

making average payments over $350.00 per month. By comparison, in one

parent families, repayments are generally lower than average, irrespective 

of whether the adult is employed or not. 

tmportantly, the statistical significance of marriage and employment 

actually remains even when family income is ,held coristant. In other words, 

given the same income, married adults make higher monthly mortgage 

repayments than non-married adults. Additionally, employment affects the 

amount repaid, independent of family income. To illustrate, given two 

families, hypothetically on identical incomes - one derived from paid work, 

the other from a government pension or benefit - the employed adult makes a 

higher repayment than the other. Perhaps the confidence that marriage 

brings because of the presence of another potentially income earning adult 

leads to higher repayments. Being employed, even if on a low wage, may also 

bring a similar level of confidence in putting higher amounts into mortgage 

repayments. 

The possibility that ethnicity played a significant role in determining the 

level of mortgage repayments was also examined for this chapter. Was it the 

case, perhaps, that migrants endeavoured to make higher repayments than 

Australian-born, with the aim of paying the loan back quickly? In examining 

the extent to which birthplace makes a difference to the level of mortgage 

repayments - and taking the employment of adults and the net weekly family 

income into account, - the reSUlts suggested that any differences in 

mortgage repayments are due entirely to the differing family income levels 

of ,the migrant and Australian-born families. 

Therefore, although 'net family income is most strongly associated with the 

size of mortgage repayments, marita,l status and employment also have an 

independent impact, with married adults making higher payments than nori-
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Figure 5.1: Analysis of covariaIice mean monthly mortgage 
repayments by net weekly family income, by marital status 
and full-time employment (N=365) . 
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. married, and employed higher than those not·in theworkforce, irrespective 

of the level of income of the family. 

Housing-related Financial Difficulties 

This section reports on whether respondents perceive themselves as facing 

difficulty in meeting mortgage repayments, general home maintenance, rates, 

and fuel bills. These questions are identical to those asked at the second 

round of interviews, making it possible to compare responses over time. 

Table 5.4: Proportion experiencing financial difficulties at Wave 2 and 
Wave 3 (N=365) 

Wave 2 Wave 3 
Difficulty with ... % % 

Monthly mortgage repayments 16.2 18.6 
General house maintenance 41.6 35.6 
Rates (Council & MMBW) 34.0 32.7 

i 

Fuel (gas, electricity, wood) 24.4 26.5 

The major fact emerging from Table 5.4 is the relative lack of change in the 

proportion of families reporting housing related financial difficulties. It 

remains the case that under one-fifth of families report trouble with 

keeping up with mortgage repayments; fewer families report difficulty with 

these payments than with other housing-related items. More families report 

. difficulty with the costs of general house maintenance than any other item. 

Around one-third of families report difficulty with rates and one-quarter 

with fuel costs, similar proportions to the .second interview. 

Table 5.5 presents the reported financial difficulties of families 

concerning their ability to meet the costs of food, clothing, general bills,. 

and social or recreational expenses. In comparing the proportion o.f 

families reporting frequent; occasional or. no difficulty with these costs, 

it is apparent that there has been a small, but nevertheless, consistent 

increase in the proportion of families reporting frequent difficulty with 

each item. 
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Table 5.5: Financial difficulties experienced,by families between Wave 2 and 
Wave 3 (N=365) 

Proportion experiencing 
insuf~icient money for 

Food: 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Not at all 

Clothes: 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Not at all 

Bills: 
Frequently 
Occasionally, 
Not at all 

Pleasure: 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Not at all 

Wave 2 
% 

10.6 
26.5 
62.9 

25.6 
33.5 
40.9 

12.9 
44.5 
42.6 

42.8 
32.0 
25.1 

Wave 3 
% 

11.5 
31.9 
56.6 

27.8 
37.5 
34.7 

15.9 
51.9 
32.2 

52.3 
29.1 
18.6 

Alongside this increase, there has been a decline in the proportion of 

families reporting that they never experience insufficient money for a 

particular item. Overall, fewer families report difficulty paying for, 

necessary items, such as food and bills, than the more discretionary items' 

of clothing and money for pleasure (worded in,the questionnaire as 
\ 

"insufficient money to do as you please, such as have friends over for a 

meal, go out in the evening etc."). For example, while 11 per cent of 

families report frequent difficulty in meeting the costs of food, 52 per 

cent say that they frequen~ly do not have enough for even a basic social 

life. 

Families with an Arrears Agreement 

Overall, only 35 families reported an arrears agreement ,with the Department. 

This equates to approximately 10 per cent of the families interviewed, the 

same proportion as found at the.second interview. Table 5.6 examines the 

characteristics of families who reported a current arrears agreement with 

the Department. 
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Table 5.6: Comparison of families with an arrears agreement with other 
families 

Selected indicators 

Mean age of respondent 

Mean educational attainment 

Arrears agreement 
N=35 

37~03 

5.69 

. Mean weekly family net income ($) ** 304.83 

Mean age of youngest child 

Major Source of Income 
wage or salary 
pension or benefit 

Marital Status Change: *** 
stayed married 
stayed single 
married during 
became single 

** p.<0.005 
*** p.<0.0001 

7.61 

9.1% 
10.6% 

8.4% 
8.0% 

53.8% 

No arrears agreement 
N=329 

39.16 

4.92 

334.67 

9.07 

90.9% 
89.4% 

91.6% 
92.0%' 

100.0% 
46.2% 

Two factors were significantly associated with having arrears agreement: 

net weekly family income and marital status. The net weekly family income 

of those in arrears ($304) is considerably lower than the other families 

interviewed. ($334). But even more important (at least in terms of 

statistical significance) was whether the adults in the family had remained 

in the same marital situation (albeit married or not) or whether a change of 

marital. status had occurred. Continuity or change in marital status had 

more effect on the ~ikelihood of arrears than did the actual marital status 

per se. None of the 28 adults who married during the course of the capil 

study were in arrears, indicating yet again the financial stability that 

marriage brought to many Capil respondents. Other factors examined, 

i.ncluding age, educational attainment, source of income, or age of youngest 

Child, were not statistically associated with the likelihood of having an 

arrears agreement. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • •• 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • 
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Financial Coping 

Slightly more families reported a positive financial pic·ture than at the 

second interview. Only 7.7 per cent of families state that they are 

"spending more than they make", whil~ just over one-quarter say their 

financial circumstances are quite difficult and they are left without any 

money by the end of each week. These proportions, however, are lower than 

'at the second interview, when just under half the sample reported either an 

extreme or quite difficult financial situation. 

Table 5.7: Comparison of the respondents' perception of their financial 
situation between Wave 2 and Wave 3 (N=365) 

Financial coping 

Extremely difficult - spending 
more than we make 

Quite difficult - no money left 
at the end.of the week 

Just coping - some money left but 
goes on irregular bills 

Managing well- able to put money 
aside each week 

Wave 2 
% 

10.2 

41.2 

12.4 

Wave 3 
% 

7.7 

27.1 

53.3 

11.9 

This' positive shift generally has not been to the point where families 

report they are saving and putting money aside, but rather that they are 

able to cope - in other words, that they tend to have some money put asid~ 

each week, but that it disappears on irregular bills. 

Perceptions of Financial Situation: Current and Future 

Families were asked to assess their current financial situation compared to 

when they were last interviewed; additionally, they were asked to. state how 

they felt they would be doing financially in a year's time. These same 

questions were asked at the second Wave, making it possible to compare 

responses (see Figure 5~2). 
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About twice as many families compared with the second'interview,viewed 

their financial situation as unchanged from the previous year. According to 

the respondents, this was almost always due to the fact that their incomes 

had remained the same or had only just kept pace with inflation. About one-

'fifth of families thoughtth~y were actually in worse financial situation 

since the last interview, nearly always because of the rising cost of 

living: 

l 

Bills are getting higher. 

The cost of living is too expensive and the prices of commodities are 
too high. 

Basically the cost of living has skyrocketed. Money used to go further 
than it does today. 

About two':fifths of families reported improved financial circumstances, down 

somewhat from about half at the second Wave. This improv~d financial 

situation was generally attributed to a range of factors including 

employment, fewer repairs, or a recognit,ion of the increasing capital, value 

of their homes. 

As time goes on, I am getting on better, coping better, and also the 
value of the house is going up. 

I haven't got the expenses that I had. Everything was breaking down on 
me (appliances, fridge) and I had to replace them with the help of my 
parents. Now I'm clear of all that. 

The, house is more established now and I don't have to spend as ,much on 
improvements. 

We have Equity in the house and it will eventually be ours. 

Financial optimism about the 'future remains at similar levels to the second 

,round. A small number of families expect to be worse off in a y'ear: 

••• because of the current financial difficulties in the country and the 
trends in price level 

we're always spending money on repairing the house •.• 

because of the increase in the cost of living, health problems, and 
children's school expenses 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of respondents' perception of 
their financial situation, between Waye 2 and Wave 3 
(N=365) 
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Many families are encouraged that their finances will have improved, 

sometimes as one respondent put it, because of "wishful thinking", but often 

because of hope for improvements in their employment situation or because 

they feel they've reached the end of heavy repair costs on their home. 

I like to think we're getting ahead all the time. 

I hope we'll be better off ••• I don't really know, maybe just wishful 
thinking. 

One of our personal loans will be paid off and money will either be used 
for repayments or home improvements. 

There will be no more major repairs to do in the house. 

Summary and Implications 

This chapter has examined the twin issues of housing costs and 

affordability. The findiI1gs suggest that, on the whole, Capil families can 

meet their mortgage payments: only 10 per cent of families have an arrears 

agreement with the Department and less than one-fifth of families report 

that mortgage payments are difficult to meet. But given that over half of 

the families are paying less than 20 per cent of their gross income on their 

mortgage, perhaps this is not surprising. The lack of·payment adjustment 

required when incomes rise or fall still continues. Very few families 

actually decreased their payments - and those who did generally had 

experienced a fall in income -but many just left their payments at the same 

level because they felt·the cost of l~ving had increased or that they were 

paying all they could manage. 

The majority of capil families report that they are coping well financially 

and half look forward to an even brighter 'financial future in a year. Even 

so, about two-fifths felt their financial situation would remain unchanged, 

again due to a feeling that living costs would continue to rise. And a very 

small minority (5 per cent) looked forward to a worsened financial profile 

in the future, mention·ing rep~irs, health bills, and the general state of 

the economy. 

• 
• • 
• 
• • • • 
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Chapter 6: Repairs and Home Improvements 

Introduction 

One of the key policy concerns surrounding the introduction of the capital 

Indexed Loan ·Scheme.centred on the ability of these families to meet the on

going costs of major 'repairs and improvements. The capil study provides a 

fairly accurate. picture ot' the major work families have accomplished over 

nearly five years. A longitudirial study such as Capil is particularly 

useful for supplying on-going information about the nature and costs that' 

accompany working on the home. 

In this analysis, one of the· first issues .to be add~essed involves the 

distinction between necessary and discretionary work, a distinction 

particularly appropriate for government policy evaluation. Whe'reas the 

Department is concerned with the financial burden that necessary and 

unavoidable work imposes on low income home owners, work undertaken 

voluntarily, mainly to impart the owner's taste and style on the home, is 

less relevant. Distinguishing between necessary and discretionary work 

poses both conceptual and empirical difficulties. Conceptually, what one 

family views as discretionary work, such as painting the lounge room, 

another may see it as fundamentally necessary. Empirically, this 

distinction is very difficult·to measure using survey data alone. 

Nevertheless, this chapter attempts to categorize respondents' reported jobs 

. according to standard classifications of repair work provided by the 

Australian Insitute of Architects (Wulff, 1989). The conceptual distinction 

employed in this chapter is that necessary work refers to fundamental works, 

basic to the health, safety and general condition of the dwelling; work 

defined as discretionary can be viewed as mainly undertaken to enhance and 

personalize the home. The former includes jobs such as' roofing and. 

guttering, re.-stumping etc, while the latter refers to jobs such as 

painting, the Appendix to this Chapter includes full details (Wulff, 1990). 

... 
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Trends in Working on the Home. 

After Wave 1, when nearly three-quarters of families reported undertaking 

repair work on their homes, the proportion declined somewhat to about two

thirds. As shown in Table 6.1, the proportions reporting these activitie~ 

were roughly similar at Waves 2 and 3 •. 

Table 6.1: Per cent reporting major work on the home at each Wave, with 
median amount spent (N=365) 

Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 
% % % 

Reported major ~ork 73.4 64.9 67.9 
No major work 26.6 35.1 32.1 

Median amount spent 
($nominal) $170 $465 $1115 

The average amount expended on repairs and improvements has jumped 

considerably from $465 to $1115. As the years in their home go on, the more 

money is out1aid on repairs and improvements. 

Of those that reported major work of any type at Wave 3, 60 per cent had 

reported repairs at both previous interviews. In fact·, only a small number 

(8 per cent) had not previously carried out work on their homes. This 

pattern lends support .to the argument that some families are "active 

repairers", both doing more and seeing the need for more and more wQrk in 

the home (Wulff, 1990). 
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Type of Work Carried Out 

Table 6.2 examines the kind of wo~k undertaken by Capil families at both the 

second and third interviews. Under discretionary work, general home 

improvements, predominantly. painting, were most ~ommon and reported by 

nearly one-half of all families. In this catego~, families also reported 

renovating either the bathroom or kitchen. Just under one-third of families 

reported improving the outside of their home •. At Wave 2, these improvements 

took the form of building a garden shed. By Wave '3, however, with the sheds 

in place, most families either repaired or erected fences'around their 

properties. Very few familie.s added a room onto their home, only 5 per cent 

at Wave 3. 

Table .6.2: Proportion of families reporting specific works at Wave 2 and 
Wave 3 (N=365) 

Type of work 

Discretionary: 
Home renovations or 

improvements 
Outside improvements 
Extensions or additi~ns 

Necessary: 
Plumbing 
Basic or structural 
Heating 

Wave 2 
% 

.39.7 
31.0 
4.1 

15.9 
16.7 
7.9 

Wave 3 
% 

48.2 
29.0 
5.2 

18.9 
17.3 
5.2 

Note: Respondents were asked to describe in their own words any major 
repairs or home improvements they had undertaken. From an initial 28 
categories of home repair and improvement, work was re~classified into the 
above six (see Appendi~ for more information) • 

Similar proportions of families to Wave 2 carried out work· defined as 

. necessary." Just under one-fifth, for example, reported plumbing work. 

About 17 per cent of families reported work defined as basic or structurally 

necessary, in ~ost cases repairs to the roof. Five per cent installed some 

form of heating. 
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Three-quarters· of all families reported they still had major work needing to 

be done. Two-fifths of the work described was either heating, plumbing or 

basic structural work, while the rest was generally home improvements or 

outside improvements. 

Financial Costs of Working on the Home 

At the heart of policy interest is the question: what does this work add to 

the cost of owning a home? Table 6.3 considers, first, the average dollar 

amounts incurred monthly by this work and, second, the relative propor.tion 

this work "adds-on" to other housing costs. The figures are given both for 

the general sample and the specific sub-groups who incurred these costs. 

Table 6.3: 'Necessary' versus 'discretionary' work at Wave 2 and Wave 3 -
selected indicators of actual and relative eXpenditure 

Average monthly Comparable 
expenditut'e add-on rates. 

Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 2 Wave 

Indicators $ % 

All Ca12il families {N=365} 
All Work 

mean 57 69 19 19 
median 2l. 24 7 7 

'Necessary 
, 

work 
mean 15 15 5 4 
median 0 0 ,0 0 

'Discretionary' work 
meaIl 53 50 18 15 
median 6 11 2 3 

Only 
, , 

or 'discretionary 
, 

work necessary 
, Neces,sary 

, 
work (N=110) 

mean 51 49 17 14 
median 23 29 10 9 

'Discretionary 
, 

work (N=211 ) 
mean 92 83 32 24 
median 41 41 14 12 

3 

Both the mean and the median figures are provided for these measures. 

Because one or two large expenditures can so easily skew the mean figure 

upward, the median offers a more stable average describing expenditures at 

both Wave 2 and Wave 3. In fact, a discrepancy occurs in,the reported mean 

• • • • • • • 
• • • 
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amount spent on all work at Wave 2 between this Tabl~ and earlier published 

work based on the Wave 2 study. In this present Table, for example, these 

families have increased their mea~ expenditures on repairs and,improvements 

between the second and third interviews fr~ $57 to $69 monthly. In'earlier 

published analysis of Wave 2capil data (Wulff, 1989), the mean figure 

reported for 406 families was $71 per month •. The median figure, however, 

remained about .the same, $21. ,The discrepancy in the me~n figure is because 

this present table population only incorporates the 365 families interviewed 

at Wave 3. Further analysis revealed that the 52 families who were nqt 

interviewed at Wave 3 had actually spent an average of $67 monthly on 

repairs, $10 more.than those who remained in, Capil, so that their 

exPenditures pulled up the wave 2 mean figure. Whether this money was 

expended in anticipation of selling their home is unknown. 

OVerall, . Table 6.3 suggests that families have varied little in the 

financial costs outlaid in'repairing and improving their homes. The add-on 

rate for all work done on the home remains at a stable 19 ,per cent. 

Considering only those who actually reported either necessary or 

discretionary work, however, the relative amount this adds to other housing 

costs has declined .slightly. This appears to be largely due to improved 

incomes, rather than declining dollar expenditures, as the average dollar 

amounts remain roughly the same. 

It must be noted that thes~ figures are general indicators only of the 

impact of repairs and improvements on housing costs. Families generally do 

not pay for work monthly,' but would pay, a plumber, fo+ example, all at once 

or would purchase' paint or tiles all at once. Only 13 per cent of those 
. '. . 
outlaying money on major work resorted to credit - either. a bank loan or 

credit card - and these families were likely to make monthly payments. 

About 17 per cent took a loan from relatrves or close friends and nothing is 

known about the repayment arrangements made. The majority of families drew 

.on personal savings to pay for the work. Even though the notion of "monthly 

expenditures" and "monthly add-:on rates" is largely hypothetical, it serves 

as a guide to the level of financial outlay families can be expected to 

incur in the early years of owning a home. 
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Non~financial Involvement in Major Work 

The previous Table considered the actual and relative amount of money 

families spent on repairs and improv~ments. But more than money is expended 

in working on the home. For many families, their time, energy and physical 

labour were also .involved. Table 6.4 repor~s on the proportion of all major 

work physically done by families themselves, since moving in to their homes. 

Table 6.4 also reports on families' attitudes towards this work - whether it 

is something they love to do or something that is viewed as drudgery. The 

figu~es are presented for the entire sample and separately for the married 

couples and sole pare~ts. 

.. 
Table 6.4: How much of the repairs/improvements were done by the families 
and how they perceived this work 

All families Those who Those who: 
stayed married stayed single 

(N) % (N) % (N) % 

Work done by the families:' 
None of the work ( 25) 7.4 ( 14) 9.2 ( 9) 6.3 
A small amount· of work ( 43) 12.7 ( 22) 14.5 ( 16) 11.2 

.About quarter of the work ( 19) 5.6 ( 9) 5.9 ( 8) 5.6 
Quarter to half the work ( 30) 8.8 ( 17 ). 11.2 ( 10) 7.0 
Half to three~quarters ( 48) 14.2 ( 21) 13.8 ( 21.) 14.7 
All to nearly all the work (174) 51.3 ( 69) 45.4 ( 79) 55.2 

How families view working 
on the house: 

Love it ( 81) 22.7 ( 32) 19.4 ( 34) 23.3 
Basically enjoy it (140) 39.2 ( 62) 37.6 ( 63) 43.2 
Something to be done (114) 31.9 ( 62) 37.6 ( 39) 26.7 
Drudgery ( 16) 4.5 ( 6) 3.6 ( 7) 4.8 
other ( 6) 1.7 ( 3) 1.8 ( 3) 2.1 

There is a high level of personal involvement in performing major repairs or 

improvements on their homes. According to the families, half did nearly all 

the work themselves and, therefore, any financial cost incurred involved 

only the price of materials and tools. Another 14 per cent reported they 

had carri.ed out half to three~quarters of all wOl;k. Only a small number of 

families, 7 per cent, hired outside people to do the work. Sole parents 

were considerably more likely than married couples to have done all the work 

• •• 
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themselves, perhaps driven as much by the necessity of low income rather 

than choice. 

But sole parents, in fact, were slightly more iikely to say they loved the 

work, .so that their tendency to do the work themselves may not have been 

driven solely by income. In all, the majority of families say they enjoy or 

love working on their homes. Only a small minority of families say that the 

work is drudgery and about one-third have resigned themselves to the fact 

that the work is something to be done. 

Table 6.5: Familiee' estimates qf the relative amount of wprk viewed as 
necessary since moving into the house 

All families Those who Those who 
stayed married stayed single 

(N) % (N) % (N) % 

None or hardly any (104) 30.7 33) 21.9 53) 37.1 
Some of the work. ( 87) 25.7 42) 27.8 33) 23.1 
Most of the work ( 69) 20.4 36) 23.8 26) 18.2 
All of the work. ( 79) 23.3 40) 26.5 31) 21.7 

. Along these lines, Table 6.5 shows that about one-fifth of families 

described all of the work they had done as necessary. In contrast, families 

wer~ more likely to report that none of the work was necessary. Again, sole 

parents were almost twice as likely as married adults to describe the work 

as optional. 

All in all, there is a fairly even division between those who feel none or. 

only some of the work is necessary and those who feel most or all the work 

was necessary. 

• 
Table 6.6: Respondents' perception of how much their work has' a.dded to the 
value of their dwelling 

All families Those who Those who 
stayed married stayed' single 

(N) % (N) % (N) %. 

Not too much ( 99) 29.2 ( 32) 20.8 55) 39.0 
A fair bit (141) 41.6 ( 76) 49.4' 46) 32.6 
A great deal ( 9~) 29.2 ( 49) 29.9' 40) 28.4 

',' 
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Families, on the whole, are optimistic about the value this work adds to 

their home. Married adults were twice as likely as sole parents to feel 

that their work had added to the value of their home. Two-fifths of sole 

parents felt it had added not too much, even though, as the previous table 

revealed, they had enjoyed the work' .more than married adults. 

All families were asked to ra~e the present condition of their home relative 

to when they purchased it. In response, most families reported that their 

home was better than when they first purchased it. Only 26 families 

actually felt thei~ homes had deter~o~ated during the time they had lived 

there. Table 6.7 examines whether families differed in terms of income, 

repayments to the Department, and costs of all work undertaken by how they 

perceive their home now. 

Table 6.7: Respondents' perception of the condition of their family income, 
housing costs, .and cost of major work 

Selected 
characteristics 

Mean net weekly. 
family income 

'Not significant 

Mean mortgage as 
per cent of gross 
weekly family 

Total 
sample 
(360) 

$334 . 

income . 21% 

Not significant 

Mean amount spent 
on major work, 
'all Waves $3,104 

Significance p <0.001 

Mean add-on rate 
of all major 
work 20% 

Significance. p < 0.001 

In worse 
condition 

(26) 

$327 

22% 

$2,627 

14% 

About the 
same 
(8S) 

$346 

21% 

$1,186 

6% 

Somewhat 
better 
(142) 

$326 

21% 

$3,041 

22% 

Very much 
better 
(108) 

$338 

22% 

$4,832 

29%. 
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Net family income was not related to whether families felt their home was 

much·improved. In fact, families who perceived great improvements in their 

home possessed lower net weekly family incomes than the total sample. Nor 

were these families paying relatively less on their mo~tgage. Whilet~e 

average per cent of gross weekly income families repaid on their mortgage 

was 21 per cent, those viewing their home as in very much better condition 

were paying 22 per cent. Nonetheless, the amount spent on all major work on 

the home directly relates to the perception of improving the home. On 

average, families viewing their homes as very much improved spent nearly 

twice as much as those who felt their home had deteriorated and four times 

as much as those who felt the condition of their home·was unchanged since 

moving in. Accordingly, this work added. much more on to their housing costs 

than for the a.verage Capil family, 29 per cent as opposed to 20 per cent. 

Surprisingly, though,. they tended not to express difficulty in meeting the. 

costs of this work, only 43 per cent reported difficulty compared with 73 

per cent of those whose homes were perceived as in worse condition and 52 

per cent of all families. This is perhaps because they enjoy the work; 

three-quarters of those viewing their home as in very much better condition 

enjoyed the work compared with 42 per cent of those with a deteriorating 

home. 

Table 6.8: Respondents' perception of the condition of their home difficulty 
meeting. costs and enjoyment of work 

Selected Total 
characteristics. sample 

(360) 

Per cent reported 
difficulty in 
meeting repair 
costs 52% 

Significancep < 0.03 

Per cent 'enjoy' or 
'love' working on 
their home 63% 

Significance p < 0.02 

In worse 
condition 

(26) 

73% 

42% 

About the 
same 
(85) 

59% 

55% 

Somewhat 
better 
(142) 

64% 

Very much 
better 
(108) 

43% 

72% 
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Summary and Implications 

Working on the home is a common activity among Capil families; at every 

point interviewed, between two-thirds and three-quarters of families 

reported major work. A large part of the work is in the area of home 

improvements, painting, outside improvements, while a smaller proportion 

could be viewed as necessary work. For the families who did undertake major 

work, this work added between 14 to 24 per cent on to their housing costs, 

depending on whether the work was discretionary or necessary. Families 

spent relatively larger amounts on discretionary work than on the necessary 

jobs such as roofing, guttering, and plumbing. 

Almost all families involved themselves physically in carrying out this 

work; only 7 per cent of families said they had hired people to do all the 

work. Over 60 per cent of famili~s report they enjoyed"working on their 

homes and only 23 per cent sa.id all the work they had done in four .years was 

necessary. Fa·milies were very likely to report that they felt this work 

improved the value of their homes. The more they perceived an improvement 

in their home, the less likely they were to express difficulty in meeting 

the costs and· the more likely t.osay they enjoyed the work. 
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APPENDIX 

Description of variables and codes in the analysis 

Type of work done 

Necessary works 

Home improvement ' 

Average monthly repairsl 
improvement expenditure: 

Total add-on rate 

Average monthly repair 
expenditures 

Six categories'formed from an original 28 
,categories ,describing major repair/renovation 
items: 
(l)Heating= heating 
(2)Basic structural~ restumping, replastering, 
rewiring, rising damp, rot, roofing 
(3)Plumbing = hot water servic;e, plumbing, 
guttering, drainage Or sewerage works 
(4)Home renovatiorts/improvements = painting; 
renovating kitchen, bathroom or other room, 
floor coverings, insulation, replacing a 
window 
(S)Extension: specific extension of an 
additional room 
(6)Outside improve~ent: fencing; building an 
outside shed; major improvement to garden or 

,landscape 

Defined as any work that falls into, the 
categories of heating, basic structural, or 
plumbing, (defined above) 

Defined as any work that falls into the, 
categories of home renovations, extensions, or 
outside improvements, (defined above) 

The total expenditure on repairs and 
improvements for the 20 month period between 
the second and,third interviews (reported at 
the third intervie~), divided by the number of 
months between the interviews. 

The total add-on rate is the reported total 
expendituFe on repairs between the second and 
third interviews, divided by the total housing 
costs (including mortgage payments, rates and 
house insurance), and multiplied by 100. It 
gives the average percent that all repairs and 
home improvement expenditures add to a 
family's housing costs. 

The total amount expended on repairs (defined 
as heating, basic structural or 
plUmbing),divided by the number of months 
between the second and third interviews. 



Average monthly 
home improvement 
expenditure 

Monthly necessary 
add-on indicator 

Monthly home 
improvements add-on 
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Total amount expended on home improvement 
(defined as home renovations; extensions, 
and outside improvements); divided by the 
number of mOnths between the second and third 
interviews. 

Average percent that necessary work "adds-
on" to housing costs. calculated by taking 
the total amount expended on this work 
(between second and third interviews), divided 
by the total housing costs and multiplied by 
100. . 

Average percent that home improvements "adds
on" to total monthly housing costs. 
calculated by taking the total amount expended 
on home improvement (between second and third 
interviews), divided by total housing costs, 
and multiplied by 100. 

• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • 
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Chapter 7: Assessing the Benefits of Home OWnership 

Introduction 

A crucial aspect in the evaluation of the Capital Indexed Loan Scheme is the 

degree to which borrowers have bene fitted financially from home purchase. 

By participating i~ the Capil sche~e, these families have been able to 

receive the financial advantages available to all Australian home owners and 

purchasers. 

How the concept 'financial benefit' is defined, has important implications 

for how capital indexed loans are perceived. At one level, affor~able 

mortgage repayments could be seen as the key performance indicator. 

Alternatively, the investment achieved ina property as the borrower repays 

'his or her loan is an important financial benefit. The notion of equity 

acquisition was highlited in the Department of Planning and Housing Victoria 

Borrowers' Guide. Another perspective on financial benefits is the ability 

to receive capital gains as a result of the sale of the property. 

In other words, it is not possible to make a simple and unambiguous 
~ 

statement on the advantages or otherwise of capil compared to other tenures 

and other finance packages. While the ability to repay a ',loan is important, 

it must be examined relative to other factors, including movements in, house 

prices, the cost of maintaining and repairing the dwelling, the rent the 

household would pay in the private market and the interest paid on the loan. 

Under certain conditions low-income households could conceivably be better 

off in public rental housing where housing costs are lower and repair and 

maintenance responsibilities are borne by the state Housing Authority. 
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This chapter examines the financial benefits associated with participation 

in Capil from two main perspectives: 

First, from the relatively straightforward perspective .of the increase 

in the market value of capil homes between 1985 and 1989 ~ndthe 

resulting equity position of families. 

Second, from a broader economic perspective that incorporates the total 

costs and benefits of home ownership. The net financial benefit 

estimated using this model is assessed· for the period 1985 to 1989 and 

hypothetically evaluated.against three alternative forms of housing 

finance. In order to compare over the longer term the relative 

advantages of capital indexed loans and credit foncier finance, the 

analysis is then projected to the year 2009. . . 

House Price Movements 

Between 1985 and 1989, Melbourne dwelling prices rose, in real terms, by 

approximately 7.7 per cent per annum. Capil clients benefitted to varying 

degrees from. this general inflation of housing prices, depending in large 

part on the area where they originally purchased. 

In order to investigate the capital gains received by each household, 

independent licensed valuers assessed each capil property as of l' July, 

1989. 

In' 1985 capil clients on average paid $53,000 for housing across 

metropolitan Melbourne. In areas.outside of Melbourne, families paid 

considerably less, approximately $46,000. According to the 1989 licensed 

valuations, the value of homes in the metropolitan area had risen to $95,'400 

and in other areas to $76,000. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
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Table 7.1: 'Per cent increase (nominal 'and real) in Capil house values by 

location, 1985-1989 

Increase 

Location Nominal Real 

Metropoltitan Melbourne: 

Core arid inner 92.4 39.7 

Middle 87.6 37.1 

Outer 71~9 25.0 

Fringe 80.0 30.5 

Rest of Victoria 64.0 18.7 

All capil house values, irrespective of location, kept well ahead of 

inflation. Nevertheless, as indicated in Table 7.1, the decision where to 

locate in 1985 proved to unevenly distribute the potential capital gains 

associated with home purchase. Simply by virtue of original location 

decisions, the value of housing increased tremendously for some families 

relative to others. Inner Melbourne properties outstripped inflation by 40 

per cent, while outer and fringe homes were 25 to 30 per cent ahead of 

inflation. 

Using the 1989 licensed valuations as a proxy for returns on the sale of a 

property the simple equity position of each household was calculated by 

subtracting, from their valuation the amount each family owed,to the 

Department of Planning and Housing Victoria. capil families were found on 

average to have approximately $40,000 in equityre'sulting from their 

participation in the Scheme~ (Equity as defined here is a product of bQth 

movements in the,housing market and the rate of repayment of the loan.)' 

There is some evidence that households had little idea abo.ut how they were 

faring as a result of their investment in the housing market. Capil 

respondents varied considerably in their ability to'accurately assess their 

equity, with a sUbstantial range to the estimates. Only 27 per cent were 
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able to estimate their 'equity with some accuracy. A sizeable number of 

families, 15 percent, were unable even to guess at the amount. Over one 

quarter of families either under or over-estimated by more than $15,000. 

Modelling the Benefits Associated with Home Purchase 

This section now turns to the broader economic model- of financial outcomes 

under capil. 

Underlying the model is the commonly recognized assumption that 

owner/purchasers have access to a range of benefits not available to public 

and private tenants (Kemeny, 1981; Flood and Yates, 1987). For example, 

owner/purchasers can receive capit~l gains (and importantly can incur 

losses); have under traditional mortagages that decline, over time; and add 

to their personal wealth through a form of enforced savings as they repay 

their loan. 

These benefits, though, must be balanced against additional housing costs 

that tenants do not bear directly. Such costs include transaction costs 

(stamp duty, conveyancing fees and real estate commissions), rates, taxes 

and- perhaps most importantly - interest charges associated with the loan. 

Overall, the relative financial attractiveness of home ownership varies 

according to the state of the housing market at purchase arid resale, 

location, period of ownership, the sector of the market and socio-economic 

status (King, 1987; Beer, 1989). 

This section analyses the financial benefits received by Capil clients. The 

advantages accruing under Capil are estimated for the periods 1985 to 1989 

and 1985 to 2009. In order to compare the benefits received under Capi1 

with the hypothetical gains that would be expected had Capil households 

obtained other forms of housing finance, the Capital Indexed Loan is 

compared against: 

, 
• The Home Opportunity Loan Scheme '(HOLS) a similar mortgage instrument to 

Capil, but,with a higher real interest rate that has ranged between 6 

and 7 Per cent (in the economic model, 6 per cent was used as the fixed 

real interest rate), 

• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '. • • • • • 
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• A deregulated credit foncier loan, 

• A.conventional loan in which interest was capped at 13.5 per cent. 

The development of these alternative financial scenarios is useful in the 

evaluation6f capil as a policy instr.urilent. . Any estimate of financial 

outcomes under a capital indexed loan scheme must raise questions concerning 

how'~pil households would have fared if they had received other forms of \ 

housing finance. capil could conceivably result in either far lower or far 

higher returns to home purchasers than conventional mortgage instruments. 

There is a second reason for examining competing scenarios. The comparison 

of financial instruments has the ability to highlight the crucial 

differences between the two t~sof mortgages. Most importanely, the 

development and comparison of alternative, albeit hypothetical, scenarios 

shed light on the impact of inflation on different mortgage instruments. 

Nevertheless, a degree of caution must be exercised in interpreting .the 

results of these alternative scenarios. The households participating in 

Capil had low incomes and few assets and, under normal circumstances, would 

not have been able to afford a conventional loan. For these families, entry 

into the housing market was totally dependent on access to a low start loan 

and interest rate subsidy' through the Department of Planning and Housing 

Victoria. But the alternative scenarios remain useful because, in policy 

terms, the Department conceivably could have chosen to assist them into home 

ownership through subsidised conventional housing loans as distinct from 

subsidized capil loans. 

Key Features of Credit Fancier and capital Indexed Loans 

Before discussing financial outcomes, it is worth reflecting on the nature 

and characteristic features of mortgage indexed and credit foncier loans. 

The way in which each mortgage instrument deals with inflation, rates of 

repayment, and interest charges, has a significant impact on the financial 

position of borowers both in the short and long term. 

In the Department of Planning and Housing Vitoria's Capil and HOLS schemes, 

households borrow an amount of money that is indexed to inflation on a 
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quarterly basis.. By so doing, excluding capital repayments, the real value 

of the mortgage is maintained over time. For example, a household borrowing 

$50,000 in 1985·, who then failed to repay any'capital, could owe a nominal 

$70,000 in 1989,.if inflation indicated a rise of that magnitude. 

Importantly, the nominal outstanding balance can rise over the lifetime of 

the loan while in real terms the balance outstanding is declining. 

A subsidised real interest rate is charged under the Capital Indexed Loans 

Scheme. Real interest of 3 per cent per annum was charged on Capil loans 

and 6 per cent per annum or more on HOLS. It should be noted, however, that 

a ~eal interest rate of 6 per cent under conditions of 7 per cent inflation, 

.is roughly equivalent to a nominal interest rate of 13 per cent. 

Lending institutions offering credit foncier, or traditional, housing 

finance, do not index their loans to the CPI, but instead recoup the effects 

. of inflation through raising nominal interest rates. Withtraditional 

mortgage finance, home purchasers benefit not only from the impact of 

general price rises on the value of their dwelling, but also from the 

erosion by inflation of the value of their mortgage in other words, from 

capital growth. Lenders make allowance for inflation under this form of 

housing finance ~y setting high. nominal interest rates that result in 

substantial repayments at the start of the loan relative to later periods. 

Th.is gives rise to what is' known as the "front end loading" problem. The 

affordability of home purchase is considerably reduced by ~his aspect of 

conventional finance. Credit foncier loans are also distinguished by the 

fact that repayments early in the life of the loan have a very high interest 

component and low capital repayments. 

Unlike coqventional housing finance, there is no set period paying out Capil 

loans. While it is unlikely, the term could.conceivably extend over 30 

.years or more. 

A Model of Housing Outcomes 

In broad terms, the model employed in this analysis finds the sum of 

benefits associated with home ownership, taking into account imputed rent, 

capital gains, costs associated with ownership of a house and interest 

charges. The key .elements of the model are: 

• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • •• 
• • • • 
• • 
• • • 
• 
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the measurement of real capital gains and losses; 

- the measurement of interest charges and ,the inclusion of the capital 

repaid as ,a benefit of ,home ownership; 

- the calculation of imputed rent based on real house prices; and, 

- the discounting of bene'fits and costs when they are accrued. 

(Fora full discussion of the model refer to the Appendix at the end of this 

chapter. ) 

The benefits received under the various scenarios are calculated for two 

time periods: 

- 1985 to 1989, representing the commencement of capil through to the 

third, Wave of interviews and;,' 

a projected 25 year time frame using several assumptions - in order to 

represent the life of a 'standard' mort9age. 

It was considered important to compare outcomes under the two time horizons 

as the short and long term consequences of the capital indexed and 

conventional forms of housing finance can vary' markedly. 

The benefits and costs available to home owners accrue over different time 

periods. Some,' such as transaction costs, a're evident immediately, while 

others do not com~ into effect until the sale of the dwelling. Capital 

gains, for example, are purely hypothetical until realised upon sale. The 

model used within this evaiuation was developed with sufficient flexibility 

to allow for benefits and' costs received in all time periods. 

F()r the purposes o'f the model, it was assumed that households realised the 

value of their asset at the end of the study period. That is, the model was 

developed on the premise that households sold their dwelling ,in 1989 in the 

discuss,ion of housing. outcomes for period 1985-1989, while the longer term 

analysis has assumed a sale in 2009. These assumptions are n~cessary in 

order to incorporate the capital benefits of home ownership into the model. 

The discounted present value of all benefits (and costs) was calculated'at 

the period of accrual using a discount rate of 4 per cent. The discount 
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rate wa~ applied to compensate for the time taken to receive benefits. By 

applying a discount rate, future costs and benefits can be converted into 

their equivalent value today to obtain their so-called "present value" 

(Department of Finance, 1987). A conservative discount rate was used with~n 

this analysis to reflect the limited alternative investmentop~rtunities 

available to capi~ clients and the low risk associated with investment in 

residential property. 

Housing outcomes: 1985 to 1989. 

Benefits accruing to capil household~ between 1985 ·and 1989 are set out in 

Table 7~2. Households clearly benefittedfinancially from their 

participation in the Scheme, and would receive a median. financial gain of 

$32,874 over the five years. The principal sources of financial gains for 

households. were. the rapid escalation in house prices over the period of the 

study, the low interest repayments, the imputed rental value of dwellings, 

and the repayment of capita·l borrowed. 

When discounting was taken into account, capil households would have 

received a median capital· gain of $16,430 over the period 1985 to 1989. 

This price rise was in keeping with trends across metropolitan Melbourne. 

It is worth noting that half of the net benefit available to Capil 

households can be attributed to capital gains. The dwellings were purchased 

when the market was in a slump and revalued when prices reflected bOom 

conditions. 

Low interest charges relative to the estimated rental value of dwellings 

also contributed to the benefits available under capil. The median interest 

bill over almost five years of the program was just $6,480, the equivalent 

of $1,440 per year or $120 per month.. Total housing costs were also low. 

The.combined median value of interest and capital repayment was just under 

$14,900 over the pe~iod '1985 to 1989, approximately $275 per month. 

• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• • • • • 
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Table 7.2: Benefits underCapil between 1985 and 1989 

Median 

($) 

Accrued benefit 32,874 

capital ~epaid 8,393 

Capital gain 16,430 

Interest repaid 6,480 

Imputed rent* 25,309 

Transaction costs* 2,799 

Maintenance costs* 3,215 

Rates* 3,215 

* These items have not been discounted 

Mean 

($) 

30,584 . 

6,602 

15,666 

6,243 

25,721 

2,581 

3,163 

'3,163 

standard 

. deviation 

($) 

10,965 

1,724 

10,965 

829 

3,925 

431 

490 

490 

Imputed rent was worth far more to Capil families than the in'terest on their 

loan (althpugh it is acknowledged that the families may have chosen a rental 

property with rent below the median rent given here). The median non

discounted value over t~is period was $25,309,or $462 per month. This 

estimate of imputed rental values is conservative and reflects the fact that 

capil households bought dwellings .at the bottom end of the market.. In June 

1989 the median rent for a 3-bedroom.home in Melbourne was $735 per month. 

It is highly unlikely that households could have acquired rental 

accommodation in Melbourne's housing market at prices that matched housing 

costs under capil., It is ~ven less likely that they could have commenced 

. home purchase without a low start, interest subsidized loan. 

The low cost of housing finance under capil was of considerable 

significance. On average, households spent approximately $2,000 less on 

interest charges than on repayments of capital. The rate of repayments over 

this early period would conceivably have a considerable impact on later 

i'nterest charges. 
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Rates and maintenance costs were a small but still significant cost of home 

~urchase for capil families.' On average households spent $6,400 (non

discounted) maintaining their dwelling and meeting local government taxes. 

Transaction costs averaged $2,800 and would represent a significant barrier 

to entry into home ownership under other circumstances. 

The benefits received under capil were compared with alternative forms of 

housing finance, as shown in Table 7.3.capil was clearly the most 

favourable form of housing finance, followed by the HOts Scheme. The cost 

of finance under HOLS was twice that of Capil, as would be expected given 

relative interest rates, and was responsible for the difference in'benefits 

between the two housing,schemes. 

Credit foncier finance would have been financially far less attractive over 

this period than the capital indexed schemes. Households with loans at a 

ceiling of 13'.5 per cent would have received a $21~166 benefit, while 

housing purchased with deregulated finance resulted in a median financial 

benefit of $19,236. ,Households would have received scant advantage from 

home purchase in this period in the absence of, capital gains: capil families 

would have received a benefit of approximately $4,500 in the' first instance 

and under $3,000 in the second. 

Credit foncier finance resulted in far higher mortgage repayments, with 

total repayments of $26,800 under protected loans and $28,700 for 

deregulated loans. Inflation contributed to the benefits received through 

this form of finance, reducing the value of capital owed by $16,300. 

The 'repayment of capital was much lower under this form of housing finance 

relative to Capil and HOLS. Households would have repaid $1,100 under loans 

at the 13.5 per cent ceiling and $1,000 under de-regulated finance. 

• • 
• • • • '. • • • • • • '. • • • • • '. • • • • • 
• • • • • 
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Table 7.3: Comparison 

finance, 1985 to 1989· 

Capil 

HOLS 

Protected loans 

Dereg)-ilated loans 

of, financial 

Median 

($) 

32,874 

27,658 

22,663 

20~81i 
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benefits under 

Mean 

($) 

30,584 

25,143 

21,166' 

19,236 

. competing forms of 

standard 

deviation 

($) 

10,965 

11,305 

11,922 

11,994 

housing 

Several points stand out from the discussion of the financial benefits' 

received under Capil and alternative forms of finance for. the period 1985 to 

1989. Firstly, households benefitted simply from their participation in 

home purchase •. Under all scenarios households were better off purchasing a 

home than renting a home. In lar.ge part the housing market was responsible . 

for the relative attractiveness of home purchase. The dwellings were 

purchased when the market was deflated and'revalued in the midst of a boom. 

To a certain extent therefore, the results give a false impression of the 

gains available in the longer term. The ret'urns under all forms ot finance 

are much more modest when capital gains are removed. At a more fundamental 

level, the results have reinforced long-established arguments about the 

privileges associated with owner.occupation, while at the same time 

recognizing that there is risk associated in taking advantage of a potential 

capital gain. 

Secondly, of the various forms of housing finance considered here, Capil 

resulted in the greatest benefits for,home purchasers. Households were some 

$5,000 better off under a capital Indexed Loan than would have been the case 

with a Home Opportunity Loan, and $8,000 better off than under deregulated 

housing finance. Capil gave participating households three clear advantages 

over other fprms of housing finance. Firstly, Capil resulted in low 

interest charges and low total repayments. Secondly, and related to the 

previous point, capi,l households were able to repay their mortgage more 

quickly than would be possible under conventional finance.. Thirdly, and 

most fundamentally, Capil was the only form of finance realistically 
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available to these households and gave this group of low income households 

an opportunity to participate in the housi~g market and thereby have access 

to potential capital gains. 

conventional housing finance, by contrast, resulted in high interest charges 

and low repayments of capital over the period considered here. 

As.discussed in the previous section, Capil was marketed as an "equity" 

scheme •. That is, it was pr~moted as an opPortunity for households to build 

equity in a home rather than pay rent. We have already considered a simple 

measure of equity and it is examined here in greater detail. capil resulted 

in considerable equity growth. We found the median discounted present value 

of equity for households participating i~ the Capil scheme grew by almost 

$26;000 over four and ~ half years. Equity grew through both the increase 

in property values resulting in a potential capital gain of ($16,430) and 

the repayment of capital ($8,393). 

Housing Outcomes: 1985 to 2009 

The model of benefit associated with home purchase was projected to the year 

2009. This exercise was undertaken in the expectation that the·considerable· 

advantages associated with capital indexed mortagages, such as· the capil and 

HOLS ~chemes, relative to credit foncier loans would be lower in the long 

term. When compared with credit foncier finance, capital indexed mortgages 

result in lower repayments early in the life of the loan and higher 

repayments later. It was therefore anticipated that the difference in 

performance between the two forms of housing finance would be much less over 

the longer term. 

A series of assumptions were necessary in order to facilitate the projection 

of the model to 2009 .•. Decisions had to be made on the rate of general 

inflation, the level of rents, house price inflation and the period of the 

loans. Firstly, it was assumed that inflation would average 7 per cent per 

annum between 1989 and 2009, and that real interest rates would also lie at 

7 per cent per annum. In addition, it was assumed that Capil and HOLS loans 

would be repaid over a 25 year period. It was assumed that real house 

. prices would average 2 per cent per annum, giving a nominal price rise of 9 

per cent per annum over the period under study. 

/ 
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It should be noted that while these assumptions reflect, expectations for the 

housing market and the economy, events may overtake one or more parameters 

within the model. In general the assumptions are conservative, for example, 

it is assumed house'prices will rise by two per cent per annum in real terms 

between,1985 and 2009. It could be argued that a far higher rate of real 

house price inflation should be included in the model. On average prices 

rose by 3.9 per ceht and 3.6 per cent per annum in Sydney and Melbourne 

between 1960 and 1989. There is, however, a question over the ability to 

sustain this' rate of growth. 

T~e 'benefits that could be expected to accrue to Capil households over the 

25 years are set out in Table 7.4. The evaluation model suggests that the 

households would receive a median benefit of $103,546. At first glance this 

result appears less than anticipated as capil households accrued benefits in 

excess of $30,000 in the 1985 to 1989 period. There are two key reasons why 

the rate at which benefits accrue in the projection is less than that found 

for the period 1985-:1989. Firstly, for forecasting purposes It, was assumed 

that real house prices would rise at the rate of 2 per cent per annum. The 

model forecast the median house price (in, constant $1989) to be $107,623. 

House price inflation exceeded that rate in the late 1980s because of 

cyclical factors within the housing industry and more widespread· asset price 

inflation. Secondly, the model assumes that the' house was sold at the end 

of the period under study. 

Discounting has a substantial impact on prices over 25 years; therefore the 

relative value of the capital components of the model was substantially 

reduced~ ,The discoun'ted present value of capital gains and capital repaid 

was half the unadjusted figure. 

One of the biggest sources of benefit over the 25 years was the 'recurrent' 

component of the model. The recurrent elements referred to here are those 

housing costs and 'benefits' accruing throughout the life of the mortgage. In 

large part they reflect the difference between imputed rents and interest 

charges. Recurrent factors were relatively more important over 25 years 

than five years because interest repayments were consistently lower than 

imputed rents. In addition, this advantage was received throughout the life 

of the loan so that the impact of discounting was less. 
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Table 7.4: Benefits under Capil between 1985 and 2009 

Median , Mean 

(S) (S) 

Accrued benefit 103,546 104,880 

Capital repaid. 22,933 . 21,638 

Capital gain 24,070 24,627 

Recurrent factors* 59,824 61,008 

Total repayments * * 83,848 79,113 

Total interest** 31,849 30,050 

Standard 

deviation 

(S) 

16,007 

4,594 

4',887 

12,561 

'16,796 

6,380 

* Recurrent factors refer 'to the discounted present value of imputed rent 

less interest repayments, maintenance costs and rates. 

** These items have not been discounted 

Table 7.5 shows the benefits associated with the four financing scenarios. 

As with the results for the period 1985-1989, Capil resulted in the greatest 

benefits while de-regulated credit foncier loans produced the smallest 

returns. The range of ,results was very similar over the two time periods. 

Deregulated loans, the least favourable form of finance, gave roughly 66 per 

cent of the benefit associated with Capil over the 20 year projection and 63 

per cent of the Capil benefit over the period to 1989. 

Despite the reduction in relative advantage, households were clearly far 

better'off under Capil than under any other, form of housing finance. There 

was very little to separate AOLS and conventional loans, and in large part 

this, reflected interest rates. HOLS with a real interest 'rate of 

approximately 6 per cent and under inflation of 7 per cent, came close to 

matching credit foncier finance with nominal interest rates of 14 per cent. 

Capil performed substantially better simply because the interest rate was 

far lower than the alternatives. 
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Table 7.5: Comparison of accrued benefits under competing forms of 

housing finance, 1985 to 2009 . 

Median 

($) 

I '1 capl. 103,546 

HOLS 72, '769 

Protected loans 72,589 

Deregulated loans 68,382 

Mean 

($) 

104,880 

7.4,754 

74,346 

.69,614 

Standard 

deviation 

($) 

16,007 

17,758 

15,123 

14,667 

. The convergence between HOLS and traditional mortgage finance with 

comparable interest rates supports the literature on capital indexed loans. 

It was argued that capital indexed mortgage i~struments loans spread the 

burden of repayments more equally throughout the lifetime of the loan. This 

appeared to be the case here •. HOLS did not result in far greater benefits 

for home buyers than conventional finance but reduced repayments early in 

the life of the loan. 

. Over the ionger term inflation had a profound impact on credit foncier 

finance. Conventional housing finance repayments were reduced in real terms 

by inflation~ This impact was equal to a reducti9n in the real value of the 

money borrowed to 25 per cent of its initial value. That. is, in real terms 

home buyers repaid just one quarter of the capital borrowed. This benefit 

was offset by higher interest charges. 

For the purposes of this model it was assumed that by 2009 all households 

had repaid their loans. capil households therefore held all.of the equity 

in their dwelling and had acquired an asset worth $107,000 in constant 1989 

prices, or $404~000 in projected 2009·values. This represents substantial 

equity for any household and is even more significant for a group on such· 

low incomes. Jus.t as importantly, it should be re-emphasised that this is 

just one part of the total set of benefits accruing to owner occupiers·. The 

households considered in this analysis would have .extremely low housing. 

costs throughout the remainder of their residency and probably their life. 
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It should also be emphasised that while the analysis presented here found a 

convergence between HOLS and conventional financial instruments, the result 

is a projection based ona range of assumptions •. It is possible, and even 

likely, that many capil households will payout their loan well, before 2009. 

In part this is a reflection of the very low lntere~trate, and therefore 

repayments, faced under this Scheme. HOLS could possibly 'result in a far 

lower rate of capital repayment. It is, however,. an important issue with 

implications for fund-raising for such schemes. 

Conclusions 

There are some important lessons from the analysis of financial outcomes. 

Firstly, capil households benefitted from their part~cipation in the Scheme. 

They established substantial equity and profited from reduced housing costs 

and ,the inter.est rate subsidy made available to them. Also, this group of 

low-income households were part of the wider housi~g market and could tap 

into the capital gains available to all owner occupiers. This latter point 

is of considerable significance as many households of lower socio-economic 

status are excluded from owner occupation and its attendant benefits. 

Secondly, the analysis reaffirmed the ability of, capital indexed loans to 

reduce housing costs early in the life of the loan, while still protecting 

the capital of the lending institution. Housing costs over the long term 

were broadly comparable under HOLS and deregulated finance. Under a shorter 

time frame, capital indexed schemes provided far greater benefits to home 

purchasers than conventional finance given the assumptions of this 

hypothetical model. These beneflts were received to the possible detriment 

of' the lending body which could miss out on revenue in the form of interest 

payments. 

There are some broader policy linkages associated with the analysis of 

outcomes. Many Capil families did not understand how capital indexed. loans 

work and questioned the value of buying a home.. Clearly, as the analysis in 

the first section indicated, some Capil clients recognised the benefits !;hey 

were receiving but others did not. This lack .of awaren'ess' or knowledge 

seems misplaced, given the substantial benefits accruing to these households 

and further underlines the importance of increas'ing client awareness of 

their loan. 
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It is worthwhile reflecting on the history of Capil in the light of this' 

evaluation. Capil was introduced as a pilot project to examine the 

feasibility of capital indexed mortgage instruments as a means of improving 

the access of low income households to home ownership. HOLS replaced capil 

as the Department's lending instrument after a relatively short period 

because of the need to expend the volume of funds to lend to the growing 

demand from the low-middle income household group. The capita~ Indexed Loan . 

Program with its subsidised low interest rate could n~t be maintained if the 

cost of funds raised in the private market was to be met and its replacement 

was appropriate. However, capil allowed households with limited economic 

resources to participate in the housing .market and receiving the advantages 

available to all owner occupants. On that ground al6ne~ it is· a worthwhile 

policy instrument. 

.. 
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APPENDIX 

Modelling the Benefits Received Through Housing Purchase 

A general model of the costs and benefits associated with home ownership 

under capital indexed loans was constructed using the expression: 

B = C+ (CR -IR) + I - (T + M + R) 

where: 

B = Benefit: the total flow of benefits or costs; 

C = capital gain: the value of the dwelling at the end of the study 

period less the original purchase price; 

CR = Capital repaid; 

IR = Interest repaid; 

I = Imputed rent; 

T = Transaction costs; 

M = Maintenance cqsts; 

R = Rates: local government and water rates. 

The discounted present value of 'the benefits received through owner 

occupation was then calculated at the conservative rate of 4 per cent. 

A similar model was used to analyse the possible accrued benefits under' 

credit foncier loans. The only difference in this model was that capital 

growth through the period of the loan exclusive of original equity was 

calculated and incorporated within the model. 

Many of the benefits within this model can only be reali,sed upon the sale of, 

,the dwelling. Repayments of principal are considered within this model as a 

form of enforced saving that would hot have occurred under alternative 

housing arrangements. Similarly, capital gains are a nominal benefit 'until 

realised through a sale. Within this model, owners/purchasers are seen to 

benefit from savings associated with reduced housing costs and enforced 

savings. This element 'w,as included for two reasons: firstly, households 
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participating in the Capil Scheme had limited savings or other wealth and it 

was unlikely that they would have had oppor~unity to save on this scale; and 

secondly, preliminary data analysis s~owed that many househoids accelerated 

repayments in the first five years of the loan and actively used their 

mortgage as a form of saving. 

Interest Charges 

The,total interest repaid by households under the capil and Home Opportunity 

Loan schemes was calculated by finding the average debt over the lifetime of 

the loan and applying the appropriate interest rate. The amount of capital 

~epaid by each household was supplied by the Department of Planning and 

Housing Victoria. 

Interest charges and the impact of inflation on conventional mort9ages were 

cal·culated for both regulated and deregulated .loans. Compound interest rate 

formulae were applied to the loan. It was' assumed that the households would 

meet, for t~e purposes of this analysis, the subsequent cost of the loan 
. . 

even though that charge would be in excess of current repayments. This 

assumption was made despite the limited resources of the households under' 

study. Most would have been ineligible for housing .finance with a private 

lender, but in order to model the benefits potentially available to 
" 0" . households of restricted means, we suspended belief and included 

conventional housing finance. 

Capital Gains 

Capital gains for the period 1985 to 1989 were calculated ·for indexed and 

conventional loans by comparing movements in the real price of the dwellings 

between 1985 and 1989. This analysis was then extended to the year 2009, 

assuming 2 per cent real growth annually in the value of dwellings. An 

estimate was made of the initiai long term value of dwellings considered in 

the study by finding the average over the period 1985 to 1989. This' 

adjustment was necessary to compensate for the inflated housing market in 

1989. It was judged that an estimate of long term. value based on 1989 

figures would be biased. Allowance was made for the householder's deposit 

under conventional loans. It was assumed to be five per cent of the 

purchase price. 
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Capital Growth 

capital growth under conventional housing fi~ance was assessed against 

capital repaid over the lifet~me of the loan and the impact of inflation on 

the loan between, 1985 and 1989. 

Transaction Costs 

A number of costs are incurred with the purchase and sale of a dwelling~ 

,Persons involved in the sale of real property face ,conveyancing costs, 

estate agent fees, loan application charges and stamp duty. Each of these 

costs reduces the financial attractiveness of home ownership. Persons 

purchasing homes under the capil Scheme were unaffected by some of these 

charges, ~ost particularly loan,application fees. Similarly, no 

consideration was given to costs associated with the eventual sale of the 

dwelling. Transaction costs for persons purchasing under capil, and under 

the other scenarios as well, were calculated as four per cerit of the initial 

purchase price. This estimate follows Tucker and Woodhead (1975) • . 

Imputed Rent 

Imputed rent was included in the model as an estimate of the flow of housing 

services received by households within the Capil Scheme. The estimation of 

imputed rent presents both technical and methodological difficulties'. 

Imputed rent should be considered the rent a particular dwelling would 

return on the private market., Owners/purchasers have the' use of a dwelling 

without payments to a landlord. This advantage is eroded partly by other 

costs, such as interest repayments, maintenance and rates, all of which are 

not borne separately by tenants. 

Several estimates have ,been put forward of rental returns to private 

landlords. This estimates have ranged from 5 to 10 per cent (Prior,ities 

Review Staff, 1975). Estimates have varied with the ,nature of the dwelling 

,stock, the market under study and the section of the housing market 

addressed. There are pronounced elasticities in the rental market with the 

highest rates of return at the lower end of the market. Bethune and Ne~tze 

(1986) estimated an imputed rent of 8 per cent per annum from their 

examination of data on Canberra's housing market. I,t was assumed 'that 
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~ouseholds within the CapilScheme received an annual imputed rent equal to 

8 per cent of the va"Iue of the dwelling. It·is worth noting that virtually 

all households changed dwellings upon entry into the capil Scheme. 

Maintenance Costs and Rate Charges 

Data derived from Wave 3 interviews were used to calculate the annual cost 

of local gove1;nment and Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works rates. Annual 

maintenance costs of one per .cent per annum were assumed following Bethune . 

(1978). 

Opportunity Costs 

. Opportunity costs were deliberately excluded from the model. This decision·· 

reflects ·the lack of opportunities for investment available to households 

within the program. The asset and income poor households .involved in this 

Scheme would have had few opportunities to invest at an attractive rate of 

return. More generally, a recent study by the Commonwealth Government's 

Economic Planning and Advisory Committee (1988) indicated that most retail 

investments offer real returns of below one per cent once taxes and 

inflation are taken irito account. The ~nclusion of an opportunity cost was 

therefore inappropriate due to the absence of comparable investments. 
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,Chapter 8: How Satisfied are capil Families? 

Introduction 

The Capital Indexed Loan Scheme aims to provide not only 'affordable' 

accommodation~ but also satisfactory accommodation for the families 

involved. Certa,inly the fi'rst' two interviews recorded hig~ levels of 

satisfaction. In the Second Evaluation Report, it was noted that the 

initial high levels of satisfaction reported at Wave 1 had tempered somewhat 

with time. Indeed, the number of families satisfied with their location, 

dwelling, and housing costs had declined between 10 and 30 per cent. This 

third interview, therefore, provides an opportunity to assess the further' 

effect of time. Has the le~el of satisfaction continued to decline or has 

it stabilized? 

The Second Report also focussed on the comparative satisfaction of capil 

families to public and private renters, a comparison revealing the 

relatively high .satisfaction of public renters with location and rent 

repayments,.andthe relatively low level of satisfaction expressed by 

private renters with their dwellings. These comparisons by tenure are not 

possible in this Report, because the control group were no longer 

interviewed. This Report focusses on ,the changes over time with the Capil 

families themselves. 

Changing Levels of Satisfaction' 

Figure '8.1 shows Capil,families are more satisfied with their current 

location more than their prior location. This is evident in the sharp 

increase in satisfaction expressed at the first interview. A slight decline 

in satisfaction appeared at Wave 2, increasing, however, by Wave 3. On the 

whole, 80 per cent of Capil families describe themselves as satisfied to 

very satisfied with where they are living., 
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Figure 8.1: Per cent of respondents satisfied with location 
and dwelling, from beforeCapil to Wave 3 (N=365) 
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. Figu.re 8.2: Per cent of respondent~ satisfied with their 
housing costs, from· before Capi~ to Wave 3 (N=365) 
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The proportion. of families satisfied with the privacy and space offered .by 

their house doubled after families moved into their Capil homes. 

Satisfaction with space has gradually declined - to some extent this may be 

an artifact of growin~ families. Satisfaction with the sense of privaCy, 

however, has levelled out to about .82 percent of all families. 

Figu,re 8.2 presents a picture of mixed feelings towards housing costs. From 

alow'of about 50 per cent of families satisfied with their rent levels 

prior to capil, almost ~5 per cent of families were happy initially with, 

their Capil repayments. This plummeted'by 20 per cent at the second 

interview, perhaps when the reality of on-going mortgage payments, that 

increased with the CPl, caused concern. By the third interview, though, 

satisfaction with mortgage payments had begun to increase again. 

Aspiring home owners often overlook the 'necessity to pay for rates. Rates 

were faced by many families for the first time when they moved into home 

ownership. Satisfaction with rates is fairly stable over time ~. about half 

of all families are satisfied. 

Almost five years into Capil, about three-quarters of all families conti~ue 

to report they are satisfied with their location, dwelling, and mortgage 

repayments. Only about half of all families are satisfied with paying 

rates, a proportion that may hold true for all home owners. 

Has Home Ownership been worthwhile? 

Another indicator of satisfaction with capil is whether families perceive 

home ownership as having, been wo'rthwhile. For 90 per cent 'of families, the 

answer is yes. 

Families expressed several reasons for this ·reply. Many mentioned privacy 

and security. 

Home ownership, security, independence from rental rogues, a feeling of 
pride and stability ••• 'we like it here. 

My children are more secure. There's an improved outlook in the family, 
more personal pride. 

You've got your own roof, own backyard, 'privacy, somewhere to park your 
car. We made a good, investment.' 
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We would never have had a house without this loan~ It makes us feel 
secure. 

The next most commonly stated reason for assessing home ownership as 

worthwhile related to the favorable comparison to ~enting. 

I am paying less than if I had to rent a place. 
pay for the other things, like water and council 
am better off having •. my own home than renting. 

Even though I· have to 
rates, I still think I 

Because I'm paying less than I was in rent... and I can make 
improvements. 

Many families also saw home ownership as a financial investment, either 

specifically in terms of the oppOrtunity to acquire an asset or something to 

pass on t:o their children. 

Because I am paying for something from. which I .will ultimately benefit 
from the equity. It's like ari insurance policy •. 

Our kids will gain in the long run. 

Because this is my house and any work I do is for my own benefit.· 

Only 11 families said definitely it had not been worthwhile. Of these, 8 

families said that the 19an was too great a financial burden on themselves 

and their families, while the others either disliked the location; the fact 

they paid rates, or the cost of meeting repairs. 

I was better off in the flat. In a'house, you really have to be working 
to keep up the payments. You have to have a good income to pay for a 
house and other costs • 

Owning a home is more responsibili~y financially •. You have to keep up 
with the payment. 

I don't like owning a house. I think it's a rip-off. My husband loves 
owning the house, but I hate it. We can't move, though, because if we 
sold off the house, plus paid back the Ministry, and take out costs 
spent on the house, we'd be left with nothing. 
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Plans to Move 

If satisfaction with capil can be seen in terms of whether families wish to 

'vote with their feet, 79 per cent of families prefer to stay in their Capil 

home, rather than move house. Half say they want td stay put because they 

are happy with where they are living. Another third say they will stay on 

because they have no other option or are too restricted by the loan. The 

others generally said it was not a good financial decisio~ to move. 

I'm happy with the house. 

Because I like the house, the garden, the area. 

We are very comforTable where we are. We have everything we need here. 

We are on a good wicket. We couldn't afford to buy another 'house in 
Melbourne or Sydney. 

Why move? Where would I stay? They'll'have ~o cart me out in a wooden 
box. I like 'it here., My daughter loves it here. 

We can't afford to move elsewhere. 

We have no capacity to buy another home. 

I'm happy with it. I'd renovate rather than sell it. I like the house. 
,I like the area a lot. 

Those who planned to move almost all gave reasons related to the location or , 

dwelling rather than Capil per se. 

The house is too old and too small for my growing family.' 

The house is too small 
neighbour next door. 

and I don't like the attitude of the 

I think we're greedy be'cause we always want something bigger. The noise 
and the pollution get to me too. We don't have much longer to pay the 
house off. We had it valued and it did go up. 

We want to have a house with a backyard in order to extend our daily 
living space. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

Except for rates and fuel bills, three-quarters of.capil families reported· 

being satisfied with their dwelling"location, and mortgage payments. 

Moreover, nearly all feel that home ownership has been·worthwhile fo~ 

themselves and their families. The reasons commonly offered relate to the' 

security and stability experienced in owning a home. Of the 11 families who 

stated that home ownership has· not been worthwhile, ·their usual reason is 

thAt the financial burden is too great. About 80 per cent of capil families 

have no intention of moving in the next few years, largely because they are 

happy with their housing situation. Those that·do want to move were 

prompted by some aspect of their dwelling or location, not by any intrinsic 

characteristic of the Capil Scheme. 

• 
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Chapter 9: Do Families Understand the capital Indexed 'Loan Scheme? 

Introduction 

According to the Second Evaluation Report, over half the Capil families did 

not fully understand how a'CapitalIndexed Loan works. These families, 

relative to those who understood the loan, were less satisfied with the 

, Capil Scheme and tended to question the value of purchasing a home for their 

families. Based on these' findings, the Second Evaluation Report recommended 

that the Department of Planning and Housing Victoria provide families with 

clearer information on capil, particularly the reasons behind the increasing 

outstanding balance. In response, the Department, in september i988, 

launched a newly prepared Borrower's Guide, in English only, and posted this 

to all borrowers. 

This chapter explores the extent to which Capil families'have increased 

their 'knowledge of how the capital Indexed Loan Scheme works since the last 

round of i~terviews,.and especially since the availability of the 

Borrower's Guide. In addition, particularly difficult aspects of the loan, 

factors associated with a lack of understanding, and implications for the 

Scheme are discussed. 

Understanding the'Capil loan 

At' both the second and most recent ,interviews, respondents wer~ asked to 

rate 'their personal understanding of how a Capital Indexed Loan ~orks. 

Table 9.1 compares the results for both Waves 2 and 3. Disappointingly, 

respondents showed little improvement in overall understanding since the 

'second Wave - it still remains the case 'that over half have difficulty in 

understanding the loan. 
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Table 9.1: Change in loan understanding between Waves 2 and 3 

Understanding of loan 

Great difficulty 
Some difficulty 
Fair 
Very good 

Total N 

Wave ,2 
1987 

% 

25.2 
27.7 
30.7 
16.4 

365 

Wave 3 
1989 

% 

20.1 
31.0 
34.3 
14.6 

364 

At Wave 3, one-fifth of respondents said they had great difficulty 

underst~nding how the loan works and another 31 per cent rated themselves as 

having some difficulty. The other half reported a fair or very good 

knowledge of the loan. These'figures are relatively unchanged since Wave 2, 

18 months earlier. 

When asked to describe what specifically was difficult to understand, only 

one-third of respOndents replied that ~hey basically understood the loan 

(see Figure 9.1). About 14 per cent que.ried how the interest worked; 17 per 

cent the ~onsumer Price Index adjustment; and 8 per cent why their Capil 

loan balance kept increasing. Taken together, about 39 per cent reported 

their lack of understanding relate~ to the financial. operation of the loan. 

Other difficulties were more general, including questions about the 

conditions of the loan (such ,as whether they could sell their home and carry 

their loan over to another home, or whether they could rent their home ou~ 

if they should move interstate)~ Finally, about 10 per cent stated that the 

information given in connection with the loan was inadequate or that the' 

terminology used was difficult to. grasp. It is clear from Figure 9.1 that, 

despite having had the loan for several years, the majority of families'are 

still grappling with trying to understand the complexities of the capil 

scheme. It is important to note, however, that not all persons who have a 

credit foncier loan ·underst'and the structure of the loan arrangement. 
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Figure 9.1: Aspects of Capital Indexed Loan that 
respondents had difficulty understanding (N=365) 
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The Borrower's Guide 

Respondents were asked to assess the extent to which they cons'idered the 

Borrower's Guide helpful in explaining the loan. Perhaps the most 

surprising finding is that 35 per cent reported not receiving the Guide (see 

Figure 9.2). Given that only an English version was sent to families, it is 

quite possible that some non English speaking families may, in fact, have 

received the Guide, but not understood the nature or contents. Figure 9.2 

shows that of those who received the guide, most found it very or fairly 

helpful. About 15 per cent of families did not find the booklet helpful at 

all and a similar proportion acknowledged receiving the booklet, but not 

bothering to read it. OVerall, these results suggest that the Borrower's 

Guide has not contributed substantially to improving' clients' knowledge of a 

capital Indexed Loan. 

This lack of understanding and general confusion about how the loan works 

must be seen 'in light of the deficiencies in the Borrower's Guide. In 

addition to terminology and'charts, the Guide never specifically states that 

the actual outstanding balance is adjusted guarterly to the CPL. This is 

the essential aspect of the loan and families must have access to a full and 

complete explanation, not, only that this occurs, but why this occurs. The 

Guide only offers a partial explanation for the rising outstanding balance, 

stating that if monthly interest payments are not met, the "amount you owe 

grows in the early years". Families would be justified in ~hinking that if 

interest payments were met, then the balance should not be increasing (see 

Appendix A). 
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Figure 9.2: Helpfulness of the Capil Borrowers' 
Guide in explaiiUng the loan (N::::365) 
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Education and Language Important in Understanding the Capil Loan 

Because half the respondents continu~ to grapple with how a capital indexed 

loan works- and because the Borrower's Guide apparently did little to 

change this situation - detailed analysis was conducted on the question of 

what distinguishes those families who understood the loan from those who do 

not. After analysing several factors (for example, age, sex, marital 

status, whether the presence of two adults in the household make it easier 

to comprehend loan statements and balances), only three factors were found 

to relate· statistically to the respondents' perception of how well they 

understood· the loan (see Appendix B for full description of vari,.ables 

included in the model). 

Table 9.2: Results. of multi~le regression analysis on understanding the 
Capil loan (N=365) 

Independent variables Dependent variable 

Educational level (b=.24) Great difficulty 

Language (b=-.14) to 

Understand "equity" (b=.25) Very good understanding 

AdJusted R square .20 

Three factors are significantly associated with respondents' reported 

understanding of the loan scheme; educational level, language and 

understanding of the word "equity". Given the statistical nature 'of 

multiple regression analysis, these factors continue to exert an independent 

effect on understanding of .the loan, even when all other variables are taken 

into account. 

The strongest predictor of whether respondents under.stand the loan is 

whether, in fact, they· understand the word "equity". Even when all other 

factors are considered, the better. the understanding of the word ~equity", 

the more likely they were to report understanding the Capital Indexed Loan. 
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Over half the respondents (54 per cent) qid not understand the word 

"equity", but further probing during the interview concerning the value of 

their home and the sizl! of their outstanding balance revealed that they, 

indeed, understood the concept of equity. But the point remains that equity 

is a term often used in the Borrower's Guide - and capil, itself, has been 

described in Department material as an "equity growth" scheme, yet half the 
.. . 

respondents, more than four years after taking out capital indexed 

mortgages, still do not understand the term. COnsequently, it is not 

surprising that they do not comprehend how the scheme works. 

Furthermore, language is statistically associated with understanding th~ 

loan; non-English speaking respondents are considerably more likely than 

English speaking respondents to express difficulty in understanding the 

loan. About· 70 per cent of non-English speaking respondents expressed 

difficulty compared with 44 per cent of English speaking. In discussions 

with Ministry staff, AIFS has suggested that perhaps a shortened version of 

the Guide, even in the form of a folded brochure, be made available in 

. several languages giving the key points of the scheme. 

Education level is also associated with understanding the loan; the higher 

the educational attainment of the respondent, the better the understanding. 

Admittedly, many people have trouble understanding traditional mortgage 

structures as well, but it is particularly important that Capil families 

understand why their loan balance increases along with inf·lation so that 

they do not mistakenly feel disadvantaged against the more common mortgage 

. schemes of many of their friends or neighbours. Figure 9.3 illustrates the 

direct relationship between educational level and understanding capil. 

About half the respondents with primary education or less stated they had 

great difficulty in understanding how the ~pil loan works; this figure 

compares with about 5 per cent of respondents with post-secondary or 

tertiary education. The higher the educational level attained, the more 

likely respondents were to report having a fair or very good understanding 

of the loan •. Since the average capil respondent completed Year 10 only, the 

strong association between education and understanding of the Scheme 

suggests the need for brochures and information guides that use simpler 

. language. 
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.... : 

Figure 9.3: Families' understanding of the Capil 
Scheme by educational qualification· (N=365) . 
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Figure 9.4: Relationship between understanding the loan 
and perception of doing well in the Capil Scheme 
(N-365) 
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Implications of Not Understanding the Capil Loan 

Figure 9.4 illustrates the implications of not understanding how a capital 

Indexed Loan works. Those who understand the loan scheme are considerably 

more likely than the others to feel they are doing well financially on the 

capil scheme. Difficulty in u~der8tanding the scheme leads to uncertainty 

on the part of clients, who then question the·value of the Scheme for 

themselves and their families. Whereas over half the respondents with a 

very good understanding of the Scheme rated themselves as doing very well 

financially, only 20 per cent of those with great difficulty felt the same. 

Conclusions and Implications 

This chapter reports that, even at the final interview, over half the Capil 

respondents still did not understand how the loan actually works. The major 

stumbling block relates to how inflation affects the outstanding amount of 

the loan. The Guide per se does not adequately explain the loan to Capil 

clients. The results of the multiple regression analysis have direct 

implications for steps. that might be taken by the Department to improve 

general knowledge of the loan scheme. For example, the Department might 

ensure that educational material is pitched at about a Year 10 educational 

level; provide brochures and information guides in several languages; and 

find a way of explaining "equity", perhaps by stressing the concept,· rather 

than simply using the term. Besides the printed wo.rd, other forms of 

communication might be tried: short films or other audio-visual material. 

Engaging the services of .advertising or public relations firms for 

assistance in. preparing promotional material and simplifying 'technical 
, . 

language might be considered. According to the analysis in this chapter, 

such measures should provide immediate results in extending the overall 

understanding of the scheme and, corisequently,raise the proportion of 

families who feel they are doing very well financially on the Scheme. 
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APPENDIX A 

Selected pages from the Ministry of Housing and Constructions' , capital 

Indexed Loans: A Borrowers' Guide , September, 1988. 

CAP I L 

Tbe .Islng amount owed (the balance outstanding, 
~ is likely that in the early years of the loan the monthly repayment will not cover the 
aITlOQnt of interest charged. In this case any unpaid interest will be capitalised (i.e. 
added to your loan balance': The monthly interest is charged on thal total balance 
owing. ACcordingly the amount. you owe grows in the early years of the loan, but. so 
does your house value. 

YOUR 
AS AN 

H.OME 
INVESTMENT 

RENTING VERSUS HOME PURCHASE 
Compared to a private renter, whose repayments also rise over time, you have several 
major advantages. Firstly, you have secure tenure as long as your repayments are met. 
Secondly, your .ate of repayment increase is tied to inflation and so you have more pre
dictable housing costs, Thirdly, you can apply for repayment adjustments if your .income 
changes. finally, you are building equity in a property. None of these advantages apply 
to renting in the private sector, 

Property prices fluctuate, however this Should not cause you concern unless you 
intend to remain in the property for only a short time. Rather, you should consider your 
home as a long term investment and be secure in the knowledge that the property's 
value should increase and therefore the value of your equity wiD grow over time. 

HOW A CAPlllOAN WORKS 
The detailed graphs and table opposite show annual repayments for a 571,000 Capil 
Loan with the borrower on a commencing gross weekly income of 5290. In the table the 
borrower's actual income and repayments are adjusted at the rate of annual inflation. 
Repayments (column AI therefore remain at a fixed percentage of donar income. The 
table (colunins B,O) also shows the annual repayments and,amount owed in 'real terms', 
that is with the inflation component taken out. leaving the dollars expressed in 1988 
values. . 

The same distinction between what is paid in actual doUar terms and real termS. 
(after taking inflation into account) can be seen in the two graphs. 
Graph A shows the dollar figures, including inflation. Graph B shows the figures adjust· 
ed for inflation. 

You win notice in Graph A that while the nominal balance outstanding increases 
for the first seventeen years of the loan. the realllalaac:e oatstaIIdIag decreases from 
year one (see Graph B). Graph B demonstrates that after allowing for the effects of infla.· 
ton, there is an increase in the borrower's equity over the term of the loan. 

page 4 

.... 
1988 
1997 
2007 
2018 

CAP I L 

llAMrLl The loIlowing table i. only an example-each individual loan will cliff ... 
Ass.",ptl •• s: Commencing gross weekty income 5290 

Real Interest rate 3% 
Consumer price index (inflation rate) 6% 
loan size . 571,000 
Property value 574,737 
Repayment 25% of income 

• NHW. 
ACIUAL· 

REPOVIO[NT 

53,710 
56,369 

511,407 
519,620 

.' c • REAL NOIoINoIL REAL 
R[P"-YW(NT AMOlWT AMOUNT 

OWED OWED 

53,710 573,748 569,573 
53.710 597.862 554,646 
53,710 5104,766 532,667 
53,710 NIl NIl 
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579,221 7% 
5133.842 27% 
$239,691 56" 
54551005 100l(, 

571,000 CAPITAl. tIOOCED 
HOME LOANS 
(IN ACTUAl. 00I.lN! TERMS! 
COMMENCING INCOME 
S290, CPl6" 

~ ...,,--.. ---.-._-.-._--._--.. ---.• -.--.-._--.. -_--. $71,000 CAPlTAl.INOEXED 
HOME LOANS 
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IAD.lJSTED fOR INflATIOH) 
COMMENCING INCOME 
S290, CPl6" 
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APPENDIX B' 

Variables and the variable' coding used in the regres'sion model 

Variable Name 

Sex 

Marital status 

Age of respondent 

Educational attainment 

Language 

Understand "equity" 

Understand loan 

Variable Coding 

Gender of respondent: 
1=male '2=female 

Respondent in one or two parent family: 
l=married 2=sole parent 

Age in single years 

computed variable which ranges from 1 
(primary education or less) to 9 
(tertiary level education). 

Dichotomous variable whereby respondent, 
was English (1) or non-E~glish (2) 
speaking 

4 point scale ranging from great 
difficulty or no understanding (1) to 
understand very well (4) 

Ranges from great difficulty in 
understanding (1) to understand loan very 
well (4) 

., 
• • '. • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • '. • • • 
• 
• • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
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Chapter 10: Summary and Conclusions 

Introduction 

The Department of Planning and Housing Victoria, in establishing the capital 

Indexed Loan Scheme, 'aimed to provide low income ,families access to ' 

alternative housing f·inance tpat would enable affordable home purchase. By 

,so doing, the Department h~ped to provide as well the range of benefits 

owning a home confers: security, improvement on the,ir ini tal investment, 

residential satisfaction. This loan was ,structured on the premise that 

family income should increase in line with the rate of inflation, an, 

assumption that could only be tested over a period of time. 

Three interviews over a four year period 1:lave of,fered multiple i~l;Iights into 

the lives of the original 481 families who entered this Scheme: From this 

rich and extensive material, the following six points stand out as markers 

to the sucgess of the ,Scheme in meeting its intended objectives • 

1. The capital Indexed LOan Scheme provides low income home purchasers with 

affordable repayments. 

In'1989, families made average mortgage paymen~s of $294 monthly, 

approximately 21 per cent of gross family income. The additional costs 

incurred by home owners - such as rates and house insurance- brought 

repayments up to an average of $362 month~y. Although 18 per cent reported 

difficulty with meeting mortgage repayments, only 10 per cent actually had 

entered into an arrears agreement w'ith the Department of Planning and' 

Housing Victoria. 
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2. Over the 20 month period between the second and third interviews, the 

income of two-thirds of Capil families surpassed the rate of inflation. 

Increasipg numbers of adults entering employment is keeping family incomes 

'in line with inflation. Moreover, the extent to which family incomes 

improved or worsened since the second interview is closely linked to marital 

change. In two-earner f~ilies, for e~ample, incomes increased an average 

16 Per cent over and above inflation. If both adults. were out. of work, 

however, av~rage family· income declined by 10 per cent. For those families 

reliant on the Supporting Parents' Benefit, average household income grew in 

line with, but not greater than, the rate of inflation. 

3. Over the particular period of the study, home purchase provided families 

with an accrued median fina~cial benefit of $39,000. 

During this study, Capil families enjoyed the general benefits of house. 

price inflation in Melbourne, accruing a median total financial benefit of 

$32,894 •. This benefit reflects Capil's low 3 per cent real interest rate 

and the low level of repayments required by an indexed loan in the first 

five years •. Families, on the whole, received a very good retu·rn on their 

investment. The median deposit in real terms was $13,000. In other words, 

families have nearly tripled their investment in five years. 

House prices' boomed in Melbourne between 1985 and 1989. The geographically, 

uneven pattern of' house price inflation in Melbourne meant tha.t: those 

fortunate enough to have purchased in the core, .inner and middle regions of· 

Melbourne did particularly well. The 1990.' s may not witness· the rapid house 

price increases enjoyed by families in the Period under study and, 

consequently, the capital gains over a longer period may not stand out as 

strikingly. 

• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • 
• 
• • • • 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
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4. There·is a general lack of understanding of how a capital indexed loan 

works, leading to problems in comprehending their current financial 

situation. 

The acceptance of a capital indexed mortgage instrument relies very much on 

consumer understanding. From the results of this study, considerably more 

consumer.education must occur before this type of loan instrument ~ill be 

accepted in the community. The majority of capil families do not understand 

how a capital indexed loan works and, while appreciative of the opportunity 

to become home purchasers, wish for a different kind of mortgage instrument. 

5. The majority of families report they enjoy or love working on their 

homes and most of the major jobs are undertaken by choice. 

Two-thirds of families reported carrying out major work on their home, 

adding between a media;n of 9· and 12 per cent on to their housing costs. 

Only 23 per cent of families said that all the work they had done had .been 

necessary to the structural condition· of the house. Half did all the 

physical labour themselves. 

6. Owning a home is still very much the preferred housing option with over 

90 per cent rePorting that home purchase has been definitely worthwhile for 

themselves and their family. 

Owning a home is valued highly, mainly for the security, stability, and 

sense of pride it offers to families. Only about 10 per cent have any plans 

to sell up and move and this is generally related to aspects of the 

dwelling, not .the loan instrument.per se. 
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Conclusion 

How.relevant to the 1990's and beyond is the capital Indexed Loan Scheme? 

The twin problems of access and affordability are equally, if not more, 

pressing, than the economic climate that produced the original program. The 

capital Indexed Loan Scheme has offered low income families access to 

housing at affordable repayments. In the eyes of the clients, the full 

success of this Scheme rests on understanding the nature.of this innovative 

loan, a loan without which owning a home would have remained a distant, 

unobtainable dream. 

• 
• •• 
• • • • • 
• • • 
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• • • • • • 
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• • • • • 
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